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I. INT1l0DUCTION

A. General statement
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To bring the natural and social world under control,

man ~ust intelligently orient himself. Provisions for this

intelligent orientation should begin in the elementary

school. Facts that are well established and deductions

that are accurately drawn cannot be given children too

early. It is inconceivable that man should be handicapped

by remaining scientifically illiterate in the generation

which is to follow.

Teachers and parents everywhere bear overwhelming

testimony to the tact that children are curious concern-

ing the hows and whys of natural phenomena. The tardy

development of a program of science in the public schools

has not been due to a failure on the part of the child to

respond to science. Teachers have felt the limitations

9f their training in science and have hesitated to follow

the interest of children, knowing well that their own reser

voir ot knowledge would soon be exhausted. Soience in the

public.school and in teacher-training institutions h~s been

i~adequate because of the fact that a workable program ot

science tor children has not been created.

Since scienoe is so widely taught in Amerioan elemen

tary and secondary schools, teachers ot the SUbject are

beginning to voice their need ot nature study, elementary

science, and general science courses in teacher-training .

institutions.
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~It ge~eral science is to be taught suocessfully, it

is ob~ious that exceptionally w~ll prepared teachers are

necessary. ttl

The traditional type of nature study has been built

about object lessons. Frequently certain objeots, such as

frogs, raocoons, bears, stones and stars were listed for

study. This encouraged an incidental type of nature study

and bUsy work which lacked vigor and challenge. A program

tor the training of science teachers should be so planned

that it will revitalize the teaching of scienoe, will be

rigorously scientific, and will recognize the interests of

children.

A program tor the training of science teachers should

be so planned as to meet the needs ot the teachers prepar

ing for service in the public schools.

Since 1920 the teaching 01' general science in the ele

mentary and secondary schools of the country has received

much consideration and pUblic support. This is in a large

mea~ure due to the tact that the World War showed the value

ot science on the battle field, at home, in business, and

in the factory.

More students are enrolled in general science courses

in the high school than in any other science. 2

, ,',' l:E. E. Lewis, General Be ience !!! !e!!. ID:.!!! Sohools •
• chool Review, Vol. %iivP. 431.

2statistical Oircular, No. '2. Department of Interior,
1923 'ta8hing~On', 1)" 0'•. ~. 2.
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There. is eVidenoe ot a ·strong beliet among educators

tha~ general science is ot great value and importance in

this'scientitic age. The early Gbjective ot general science

was to give the pupil an opportunity to explore the whale

field ot science in a general way. The objective at the

present is ,to provide for the development of an understand

ing, and the use of the understanding, 1n interpreting the

problems whioh arise in the life of the pupil. Conse

quently, the rather exploratory General Scienoe is giving

way to actual Science, as Elementary Science.

The following oonclusions are evident: (1) there is

an urgent need of science, (2) the lack of development in

science is due to insufficiently trained teachers, (3)

teachers recognized the need for training in soience courses

tor the elementary schools and the junior high schools, and

(4) leading educators recognize the importance ot general

science.

B. Historical

Since 1900 there has been a greater increase in~~~e

number of students enrolled in science in secondary schools

than in any other SUbject except English.

Chronologically, general science has its origin in

the latter part or the nineties in the midst of the period

when high school science was most specialized. However,

its, greatest growth haa occurred since 1910.
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In 1899 ,there were at least three schools in this

oountry in which general science was o~ trial, one in

Massaohusetts, one in California; and one in Illinois.

The Illinois experiment was undertaken at Oak Par~,

near Chicago and was under the direction of Principal J.

C. Hanna. ,As early as 1897, Principal Hanna had been

instrumental in initiating some work in general science in,
3the East High School at Columbus, Ohio.

During the first ten years the general soience move

ment spread very slowly. By'1909 there were only four

schools in California and fifteen in Massachusetts offer

ing courses in general science according to Taylor's data.'

In 1914 Taylor's study shows that 293 schools in Iow~

California, and Massaohusetts, or about 50 per cent of all

schools in these states,were oftering courses in general

science. 5

At the present (1936) general science or some form ot

elementary soience is required by practically every state

course of study in the United states.

Nature study under one or the other of three names

has, Within two decades, come into prominenoe in the United

states and England. In the United States nature stUdy in

~ikenberry, W. L. The Teaching 2! General Science.'
Chap. I, pp. 10.

4Ibid. P. 12.

5Taylor, A. M. The Extent ot Adoption and Attitude
tOWard General Science:- School and Soc1ety.--Vol. IV, Pp
'i-1:I6.
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the widest ,sense 1's fostered by "The American Nature Study

Association" founded in 1906. ,The assooiation has about

1000 "members.

In some rural distriots nature study is called "Agri

oulture Nature StUdy" and in some plaoes it is called "Ele

mentary 8'oienoe'·. At this time (1936) the leading educators

in the field favor the term "Elementary Soienoe".

c. Purpose of the Problem

1. To make a stUdy of surveys indicating the ohanging

tendencies in the content of General Science.

2. To make a survey of the teacher-training institu

tions that are members of the American Association of

Teaohers Colleges to determine the extent to whioh nature

stUdy. elementary soienoe, and general soience are offered

for training in the field of soience.

3. To make a s~vey of certain universities of Central

United states to determine the extent to whioh nature stUdy,

elementary soience and general science are offered for

training in the field of soience.

P. Definition of the Problem

1. Nature stUdy is a point of view rather than a

specific designation of a partioular subject or level of .
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1nvestigat10n~ Nature study, as it is ordinarily taught,

cons~sts mainly of elementary biological materials directed

toward interesting children of the first three or four

grades in life phenomena.

2. Elementary science is a term used to apply to

science stu~ies, namely, biological and physical, that are

taught within the elementary school at a very elementary

level. Ordinarily elementary science includes the science

work of the first six grades.

3. General scienoe 1s a 'term used to include some of

the fundamental prinoiples of physiological, biological

and physical scienoes. The earlier texts in General Science

contained much material of a physiographio and geographio

oharacter. At the present less emphasis is given to these

sUbjects as a part of General Scienoe, however. That is,

general soienoe is the introduction to a serious coherent

and oumulative study of definite units, whioh require science

knowledge in order that definite prinoiples, conolusions,

an~ ways of working may be developed. The study of general

science should so modify the life of the boy or girl through

the nature of the content and the method of the study that

they will better understand, more fully enjoy, more thoroughly

appreciate, and more thoughtfully adjust themselves to the

environment in which they live and, so far as possible,

control it. General science is taught in the seventh and

eighth grades in junior high 8choolsand otten in the ninth
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grade in schools not organ1zed on the junior-senior high

school plan.

E. Method of Obta1ning Data

Data for this study were secured as follows:

1. By inspeotion and study of theses, educational maga

z1nes, and research studies in the field of nature study,

elementary science, and general science.

2. By exam1nation of the available catalogues of teacher

training institutions affiliated with the American Association

of Teachers Colleges.

F. Importance of the Problem

1. Many elementary and junior high school teachers,

though admirably prepared for professional service, have not

had sufficient training in science. A few teachers colleges

and normal schools have given adequate training to prospec

t1ve teachers and the number of such sohools is increasing.

But the majority have fallen far short of giving their stu

dents the scope and quality of scienoe instruotion whioh is

needed in the publio school. Such institutions have failed

to develop the leadership in elementary science which was

naturally theirs. The result is that an unnecessary burden·

has been placed on the administrator, supervisor, and teacher

in introducing a course in scienoe. It is highly desirable

tor teaoher-training institutions to so modify their science

programs that a course will be bulbt wh1ch will make use of
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the interests ot boys andng1rls, and will motivate and ap

proach the major principles which torm the frame-work of a

substantial course in scienoe tor .the elementary grades and

the junior high school.

G. Limitations of the Problem

1. The study is, oonfined wholly to the problem as

stated. All other considerations, such as the method of

presenting subject matter, relative values with respeot to

learning, and scientific thinking resulting from teaching

subject matter groups, are wholly outside the soope of this

study.

2. In making this analysis of content, the various

courses of study adopted by state and local units have not

been considered.

3. In the study of colleges, only those affiliated with

the American Association of Teachers Colleges have been used.

4. In the study of universities only those that were

su~gested by the thesis committee were used.



II. PREVIOUS STUDIES

A. General statements

There has been oonsiderable research in the field ot

groups:

a. Physics.

b. Chemistry.

c. Biology. (Zoology, Botany, Physi-
ology)

d. Agriculture.

e. Geology.

f. Meterology.

g. Astronomy.

h. Commeroial Geography.

. The number of pages devoted to each subject was tabu

lated, and the results showed that the textbooks used in

Iowa stressed physics and biology.

2. In 1921 Elliot R. Downing7 oombine~ the studies ot

6
E~ E. Lewis; General Soience in Iowa High Schools.

,School Review, Vol. XXIV. pp. 426..435.·,
.,
,Francis D. Ourtis, Seconp Digest of Inve:lt1eat1ons in

the !teaching g! Science. Vol. 2. Pp. 112-79 •.' .

10
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Overn and of Iler,whioh oonsisted of an analysis of twenty

five textbooks on the basis of twenty major subjeots as

follows:

a. Meohanics.

b. Weather and Climate.

c. Plants.

d. Eleotricity and Magnetism.

e. Bacteria and sanita~ion.

f. Water, uses, supply.

g. Heat.

h. Food, nutrition.

i. Light.

J. Human body.

k. Earth as a planet.

1. Combustion, fuels.

m. Elements, compounds, mixtures.

n. Life in general.

o. Lower animals.

p. Air, ventilation.

q. Rocks, minerals.

r. Erosion,. soil formation.

s. Sound.

t. Household ohemistry.

This study shows that more emphasis was placed on the.

physical soienoes than on the biological, physiological, or

the physiographic aspects.
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8 .
3. In 1922 AdaL. Weckel made a study of the basic

aims and the underlying scien~ific principles and fundamen

tal concepts which oocur most frequently in textbooks in

general soience.

This investigator made an analysis of the prefaces and

test materials of fourteen textbooks in general science.

She secured the aims from the prefaces, then made a list of

the fundamental concepts occurring first, in all fourteen,

then those in only thirteen, then those in only twelve, etc.,

down to those occurring in three of the textbooks.

The results of this study show that there is a surpris

ing unanimity in the aims and purposes of general soienoe

and also in the subject matter included in the courses given.

4. In 1919 Hanor A. Webb9 made a quantitative analysis

of general science texts to determine the content. The sub

jects were listed under the following groups:

a. Astronomy.

b. Biology (Botany-zoology)

o.Chemistry.

d. Household arts.

e. Physics.

f. Physiography.

a
FrancisD. Curtis, Investigations in ~ Teaching of .

Science. Vol. 1 pp. 198~204.

~Ibld Pp. 170-171.-'
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g. Physiolog~ (HYgiene)

h. Miscellaneous.

The findings show that these specific sciences men

tioned furnish 98.2 per cent of the material included in'

text-books of general science now in use.

5. In 1929 Francis D. CurtislO made a study of a syn

thesis and evaluation of subject matter topics in general

science.

Data were collected from syllabi, trom analyses of

textbooks, from Harapts studY,'from Cleveland report, from

interest studies, and from newspaper and magazine articles.

There were in all nineteen subjeot groups, the sUbject groups

and final values were as follows:

a. Weather and Olimate 95.7

b. Health Education 94.1

c. Air 92.9

d. Living Things 92.8

e. Light 92.5

f. Sound 91.6

g. Electricity and Magnetism 91.1

h. Astronomy 90.2

1. Water 88.9

j. Food 88.8

10
Francis D. ourt~s, A Synthes1s ~ !a! Teaching 2!

Science. Chapter III
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k. Fire 88.8

1. Heat 85·.8

m. Crust of tae earth 81.9

n. Matter and energy 81.4

o. Study of Industry 77.1

p. Building materials 69.5

q. Clothing 62.8

r. Environment 51.4

s. Miscellaneous topics 45.0

The data were weighted and relative values computed.

Of al~ the studies made as mentioned above, Curtis'

ranking compared more favorably to the final ranking than

any preceding study. Perhaps this was due to the fact that

his study was of more extensive scope than those made by the

other investigators. The findings of Curtis indicate the

following facts:

a. The content of the SUbject groups showed more uni

formity than those indicated by the other studies.

b. A larger part ot the content was devoted to physics

than to chemistry.,

6. In 1931 Ira C. Davisl1 ot the University High School,

Madison, Wisconsin, conducted an investigation to determine

what topics Were treated in general science textbooks. The

results of this stu~y showed that there was a high agreement

on subject matter in the leading textbooks of general science.

lltra C. Davis, The SUbject Matter of the Eight Most
Widely 'Used Textbooks in General Scienoe. School Science ~
Mathematics•. Vol. XVII, pp. 534-545.
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A. Development

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF THE RANKS OF THE VARIOUS SCIENCES
, IN THE GENERAL SCIENCE STUDIES

Mean
SUbjects Webb Lewis Overn Iller Curtis Total Final

Rank

Physics 1 1 3 2 3 10 1

Botany 5 4 1 1 2 13 2

Health and
Physiology 3 7 2 3 1 16 3

Physiography 2 2 5 5 5 19 4

Astronomy 7 3 4 4 6 24 5

Zoology 6 5 6 6 4 27 6

Chemistry 4 6 7 7 7 31 7
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Table I 1s,a summary of the findings of the content

studies made by Webb, Lewis, Q:vern, Iller, and Curtis. An

examination of the subject groups used (physics, chemistry,

physiography, astronomy, botany, zoology, health, and physi~

ology) revealed the fact that some of the results were stated

by rankings, others by percentages, and still others by pages.

For the sake of uniformity it was necessary to convert all

studies which consisted of an extensive number of topics into

subject-groups. Then, the rank for each subject-group was

calculated.

These topics were placed under the correct subject

group and the average rank computed. In this way ranks were

transferred from the individual studies to the summary table.

The average ranks were added, and the mean calculated. The

total ranks were tabulated for the five studies, and from

the totals a final rank was determined. In most cases the

tinal rank compares closely to the rank given to ~ndividual

subject.

, In Lewis' study the number of pages devoted to physics,

chemistrY, biology,_ agriculture, geology, meteorology,

astronomy, and commercial geography was given. The number

ot pages for each subject in the study was ranked. These

sUbjects were reclassified under the following subject groups:

physics, chemistry, physiography, astronomy, botany, zoology,

health, and phYSiology. Biology and agriculture were listed

~d'f botany and zoology, geology and commeroial geography
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under phys1ogr~phy,andmeteorology under astronomy. The

ranks were totaled and the av~rage rank calculated. The

average ranks for the studies of Lewis, Overn, Iller, and

Curtis were tabulated in the same manner.

The average mean rank for each subject-group was com

puted for al~the different studies. The average mean ranks

were as tollows: physics, 1, botany, 2, health and physi

ology, 3, physiography, 4, astronomy, 5, zoology, 6, and

ohemistry, 7.

This analysis shows that the earlier writers stressed

physics most and that chemistry was stressed the least.

Curtis' study which was made much later, indicates that about

equal 'emphasis was placed on each sUbject-group.

The following minor variations should be noted: Ourtis~

study a decreasing evaluation of physics, though his ranking

ot (3) did not take physics out of first place in the final

ranking. He placed health and physiology in first place,

though again this placement did not change the final ranking.

Zoo~ogy ranked in his study as (4), but the final ranking was

(6). Chemistry remained at the bottom ot the list.



TABLE Ii

J;>/lT.A FOR NATURE STUDY COURSES OFFERED BY
TEACHERS COLLEGES

Number Oollege Location of Semester
College Hours in

Nature
__ ~~_~~__~_ ~ .. . StudY

Fresno State Teachers
College . Fresno

San Francisco State
Teachers College San Francisco

Santa Barbara State
College Santa Barbara

~
(D

General Science

Zoology, BQtany

3

1 Biology ~

1 Biology

1

3 and 4 Biological Science

Level on ,Department in
Which is Which Offering
Offered is Made

5

2

6

3

3

ARIZONA

Tempe

Arkadelphia

OALIFORNIA

ARKANSAS

Henderson State
Teachers College

State teachers
COllege*

4

3

2

5

1
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TABLE II (Continued;).



TABLE II (Continued)
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ILLINOIS

14 Eas~ernIllinoisState
Teachers College Charleston 2 2/3 1 ,Zoology

15 Northern Illinois
State Teachers
College De Xalb 2 2/3 1 Biology

16 Illinois State Normal ,.

University Normal 6 2 Biology

IDAHO

1'1 State Normal School Lewiston 9.7 3 and 4 Biological Soienoe

INDIANA

18 Butler University Indianapolis 2 2 Natural Soience
19 Ball State Teachers

College Muncie 2 2/3 2 Biology

IOWA-
20 Iowa State Teaohers

College Cedar Falls 3 1/3 1 and 2 Biology

KANSAS
N
021 Kansas State Teaohers

College Emporia 2 1 Biology



TABLE II (Continued)







TABLE II·· -( Con1;lnued}' ..

49 East Central State
'Teachers- 'College Ada

50 Northwestern Teachers
. College' Alva

51 Southwestern Teachers
Co11$ge Durant

52 Northwestern Teachers
001l&ge- Tahlequah.

53 Southwestern Teachers
College (193$-34r Weather1'ord

OREGON

N
tJl-

Physiology1

1 .and 2 Biolog)r3

3

2 4 Biology

5 1/3 1, 2 and Zoology
3

2 4 Biolog;y

4 1 and 2 Zoology

4 3 and 4 Zoology

1 1/2 1 and 2 Science

Oxford

OKLAHOMA

Bowling Green

OHIO-

Monmouth.

Bowling· ·Green State
Universit;y

School ot Education,
Miami University

Oregon Normal School

-4?

48

54
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TABLE' n" -(Cont'1nuedl'
~-;.-'.~."" <."'-"-.' ".-.- .-,- ......

PENNSYLVANIA
; '-."-

55 State Teachers
College (1934) Bloomsburg 3 1 Biological ScienQe

56 State Teachers
College California 3 1 Biological Science

57 State Teachers
College (1934) Clarion 3 1 Biological Science

58 State Teachers
Col+ege Edinboro 3 1 Biological Science

59 State Teachers
Co1J..ege Lock Haven 3 3 Science

60 State Teachers
College Mansfield 3 1 Biological Science

61 State Teachers
College Millersville 3 1 Biological Science

62 State Teaohers
College Shippenburg 3 1 and 2 Biology

63 State Teachers
College Slippery Rock 3 1 Biological Science

N
at



'723 RHODE ISLAND-

64 Rhode Island College
- of _Education (l929~30) Providence 4 3 and 4 Science

- -

SOUTH DAKOTA

65 State Normal School Spearfish 2 1 Biology

TENNESSEE

66 State Teachers
College Murfreesboro 4 land 2 Biology

.6'1 State Teachers
College Memphis 3 1 Biology

~,e George Peabody College
for 'reachers Nashville 6 3 Botany

TEXAS

69 Sam Huston State
Teachers College Huntsville 6 1 Biology

70 StephenF.Austin State
Teachers College Nacogdoches 6 2 Education

VIRGINIA
~71 State Teachers 0)

College (1934) East Radford 1 1 Science ~

,~""f",e;'~"m;'-.':-...';'!',";,,_*""rt-.1 - -.,-_c_'~,d""''''il!J'''']!il1llil!i-f!tlLllIIliT•••••••I!~'<-'{l'W' -tt' '&¥M'i<.' ...... ~?-ri~:.;.,~-;.,' t' ... ~_~~-~~-

TABLE-' Ir- (Cbn'tinued')
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n13LEn (Continued)

'12 State Teachers
Col+ege Farmville 4 1 Geography

73
..

'State Teachers
College Harrisonburg 4 1 Biology

WASHINGTON

74- Washington State
Normal School'
(1933-34) Cheney 2.2 1 Biological Science

WEST VIRGINIA-.---

'15 Fairmont State Teachers
College Ath~ms 3 1 Biology

'16 Marshall College lilm't1ngton 3 1 Biology
77 Shepherd State Teachers

College (1933) Shepherdtown 6 / 1 Biologioal and
Physioal Scienoe

78 State Teachers'College Milwaukee 3 1 Natural Soienoe
79 State Teaohers Oollege Oshkosh 2 2 Biology
" .. \..' WISCONSIN

80 State Teaohers College Stevens Point 2 1 and 2 Biology _Soienoe N
-...J

81 State Teaohers College Superior 13 1 and 2 Nature Study



*When no date is given following the college, the data are from 1935-36 catalogs•

. When a catalogfpr a different year is used, the data Is given.

TABLE IT - (Cont inued )
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State Teachers College Whitewater 2 1 Biology
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The data contained in Table II were taken from the

It was necessary to number the colleges and the cata-

offered courses in nature study.

29

131. Nature studl. A survey of the Nature Study pro
grams offered in several of the leading schools in the
United States, with a view to setting up a Nature
Study and Elementary Science program for the elementary
schools of Arizona. The selection, preparation and
use of demonstration material in teaching Nature StUdy.
The organization and supervision of such activities as
kodak clubs, hiking clubs, bird study clUbs, junior
game protective association units, flower clubs, and
similar projects. One week-end desert trip and one
week-end mountain trip. .

'134. Nature Stutl- This is a course designed for stu·
dents preparing' 0 teach biology in the high school.
The course deals with methods of utilizing materials
of the school community and is designed to bring the
pupil iato closer contact with the world around him.
Much t~e is spent in the field stUdying available
material. Special emphasis is placed on birds and insect.s.

*Numbers on the lett' correspond to the numbers given the col
leges in. Table II. The second numbers are the course num-'
bers a~glven by the catalogues of the various colleges.

various teachers college catalogues. The colleges were

grouped alphabetically according to the state in which they

were located. The number of semester hours of nature study,

the level and the division in which the offering was made

were tabulated. There were eighty·two teachers colleges that

2

logue descriptions-of-courses in order to identify the

courses offered by each college.

The nature study courses offered by teachers colleges

were as follows:

*1
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135. Nature study. This course is a continuation of
Biology 134. Special emphas.is is placed on trees,
shrubs and bloom1ng plants.

101. Nature stuK. (Methods Course, three semester
hours) Aims, me ods and choice of materials in ,
teaching Nature Study and Elementary Science in the
first six grades. Students are expected to be familiar
with the content of the fields listed above.

102. Nature Study Laboratori. To be taken concurrently
with, or following, Biology ~Ol. Problems and projects
in Nature Study for use in the elementary school.
PrereqUisite: Biology 101.

4 2. Nature Study. The names and activities of common
plants and animals; nature study materials for children.
To be accompanied by B. C.- 20.

5

20. Nature Study, Field !!! Laboratory.

108. Nature Literature. A detailed study of nature
literatut-ef'or children with a consideration of its
value and place in Nature Study.

108-208. Science of the Out-of-doors.,-------...
Biol. 51. Nature Study. General introductory course
in nature study and systematic science especially de
signed for teachers, for the purpose ot forming an ac
quaintance with the life of the land, water and air.
Lectures and field trips.

215. Nature Study. Field observation, laboratory and
reference study of trees, flowers, birds, insects,' rocks,
stars, and other nature topics. Adapted for teachers,

- club advisers and-camp counselors. Three lectures and
two laboratory periods.

Sci~mce 160. Nature Stud!. (3) The biological phases
ot primary, elementary an junior high school curri
cula; involving a resume of content materials, with em
phasis upon units of economic and civic importance,
:tnterspersed with laboratory study of p\l.pil-lnterest
oenters. ~ phil~sophy of natural science presentation
is built ap, presenting a grade continuity o~ lnstruc- .
tioD which is-accomplished through organization of the
science sequence on a graduated scale.

Required course in the upper division for students
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desiring a minor in biological scienoe. as well as for
kindergarten-primary. elementary and junior high school
teachers-in-training. Three lecture periods a week.
Spring semester.

An additional unit may be earned through directe~

field observation.

lOA. Nature stu~. A cQurse giving the prospective
teacher a broadowledge of animals. plants. weather,
physiographio features, the earth and stars and devices
used in teaching this material.

lOB. Nature Study. A continuation of lOA.

100. Nature study. A oontinuation of lOB.

100. Advanoed Nature8tudy. Class limited to those who
have had basic science background and who are definitely
planning toteaoh nature study.

160. Field Nature Study. An outdoor summer field course
devoted to the ~tudy of nature material.

7 108-206. Soience 2!.~ Q!!l-2!-doors.

a Biology 51. Nature studl" General introduotory course
in nature study and systematic soienoe, espeoially de
signed for teao~ers, tor the purpose of forming an ac
quaintance with the life of the land, water and air.
Lectures and field trips.

9 Natural Science. This is distinctly a cultural course
intended to give to all students. and especially to
those who have not previously studied physical or bio
logical sciences, an introduction to the world of nature
around them. Out of it should come some definite in
formation, the interests and ability to go further in
the study of some phase of natural science, and some
broadening influences.

As the work is given this year there are three
units: the interrelation of man and other plant and
animal life; some astronomical studies and dendrology.
~hey occupy approximately the fall, the winter and the
spring divisions of our year. The first unit inoludes .
atudy of the balance of life; the effects of various
torms of plant and-animal life ~pon mankind; ways in
-which man seeks to control such plant and animal forms
as bacteria, insect pests, rodents, and bird ltte; and
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the conservation of plant and animal lite in Connecti
cut. The work in astronomy ,seeks to give clear under
standing of such matters as day and night, the seasons,
phases of the moon, eclipses, tides, appearances of the
planets, meteors and "shooting stars," and roughly the
determination of latitude and longitude. The course,
also aims at recognition of the more usual trees, knowl
edge or the struoture and metabolism of trees, methods
of planting, oare and uses of trees, and of the state
forests of Conneotiout and the work of the Forestry
Department.

Scienoe and Nature study. Both nature study and ele
mentary scIence may be studied at any time during the
year, but the emphasis is given to nature study during
the tall and spring months, when the conditions are most
favorable for materials and study, and to elementary
scienoe during the winter months. The general plan in
both nature study and elementary science is similar.
The course consists of a series or problems closely
related to the child's life and interests as well as to
other subjeets he is studying. The problems involve a
c~r~ect ,knowledge of many common natural objects and
prooesses, of many phenomena, physical science prin
oiples, and people connected with them, in the past as
well as the present. Classroom demonstration experi
ments in elementary scienoe'are limited to those that
may be performed with very simple apparatus. There are
frequent demonstration lessons.

Both nature study and elementary science may be
studied at any time during the year, but emphasis is
given to nature study during the fall and spring months,
when the oonditions are most favorable for materials and
study, and to elementary science during the winter 'monthS.
The general plan in both nature study and elementary
'science is similar'. The course oonsists of a series of
problems closely related to the child's 11fe and interests
as well as to other SUbjects he is studying. The prob
lems'involve a correct knowledge of many common natural
objects and processes, of many phenomena, physical
science principles, and people connected with them, in
the past as well as the present. Classroom demonstra
tion experiments in elementary science are limited to
those that may be performed with very simple apparatus.
There are frequent demonstration lessons.

B~ol~gy 204. Nature StUdY. Io.,urvey of' the field of
'bi~logioal and'pl!lys1c/a 'science along with methods which
c8.il be used in tlie grades but includes. information tor



17 Sciencel....Natur. ,StUdy. This course includes a study
otna'tural historyt()p1Cs, materials and equipment for
~he teaching otNature Study in ~he elementary schools.
Each stUdent is taught to know a"tew oommon rocks and
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the enriohment of individual as well as community life.
Through laboratory and field work, opportunity will be
given for acquaintance with biological and physical
environment of this section.

215. NatureStud~. Field observation, laboratory and
reference study 0 trees, flowers, birds, insects, rocks,
stars and other nature topics. Adapted for teachers,
olub advisers and camp counselors.

23. Nature Study. This course is designed to meet the
biology requirement of the two-year curriculum. Its
aim is to give a background for the teaching ot nature
study in the grades. It replaces the former require
ment of Zoology 20. The oourse inoludes a study of
the fundamental life processes and of the identification
of birds and insects.

100. Nature studs for the Grades. This course aims:
(1) To acquaint tMe--st'udiiit with the plant and animal
life of this region and with the fundamental life pro
oesses as they are related to nature materials; (2) To
make suoh a seleotion of materials as to help the stu
dent later in the teaohing of nature study in the first
six grades; and (3) To add to the students t apprecia
tion and enjoyment of the out-of-doors as recreation.
Field and laboratory work included.

221. Advanced Nature Study.--l (Methods Course--three
semester hours) Aoourse in advanced materials and
methods of elementary soience involVing the underlying
principles, materials, equipment, objectives, subjeot
matter organization, and the principal devioes and tech
niques employed in modern, efficient elementary science
teaching. Critical oonstructive discussions follow"
actual observations of elementary scienoe teaching.

222. Applied Nature Study.--2 This course is designed
to foster a spirit of scientific leadership on the part
of the teaoher, i.e., self reliance in a more oritioal
study of plants, insects, animals, minerals, rooks,
weather, oonstellations, etc., with a view toward their
use in the more social aspeots of science, namely, in
boy and girl soouting, in garden clubs, in nature study
organizations,/in civio improvement, and in the culti
vation of wholesome out-door activities.
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minerals,. birds,' insects and common animals, trees,
sh~ubs, flowers and weeds of this locality. Emphasis is
placed upon methods of teaching, sources of materials,
ae~thetic and common values. Lecture, recitation,
laboratory and field trips. Re'quired in all courses.

Science 3--~ Study (Ornithology). The object of this
course is to acquire the ability to recognize a number
of the co~on birds of this locality. To know them by
sight, their field markings, charaoteristics of call
and flight, feeding, nesting and migratory habits.
Special attention is given to the aesthetic, value and
economic importance and the teaching of bird study in
the elementary schools. Lecture, recitation, laboratory
and field trips.

Science 4--Local Flora. A study in elemen~ary taxonomy
of local flowering piants •. Each student is taught to
name and recognize the flowers at sight in the labora
tory and field, and to be able to identify them by the
use of simple keys. An herbarium of about fifty speci
mens, useful for the teaching of Nature Study in the
elementary schools or Botany in the high schools is
reqUired. Lecture, reoitation, laboratory and field
trips.

Soience 6--Elementary Entomology. An elementary study
of inseots of interest to all students of biology,
teachers in the elementary sohool and students of agri
culture. The critical point in the life histories of
all common local insects will be emphasized together
with the insectts ecological and pathological impor
tance. The relation of inseots to crops, truck gardens,
orchards, lawns and parks will be studied with effective
remedies and preventative measures for such pests. - The
aesthetic value useful in the teaching of nature study
~ill also be emphasized. A collection of insects will
be assembled. Lectures, recitations, laboratory and
field trips.

183. Nature SlUdl. A course designed to aoquaint the
studentwrth t e plants and animals that may be found
in the environment of a teaching center. Emphasis is
plaoed on daily observations, experiments, and field
,tr~ps. Elementary science readers and nature study
courses w1l1be examined.

8.ta3. NatureStudl-. (Methods Course--2 2/3 semester
hours) This course deals with the materials and methods
Of tetlohing nature study in the pr:t.mary grades. Reci
tations, demonatrat1ons, laboratory work and field work.
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20.10. Nature.Study, General Soience A. Credit only on
the one-year ourriculum for ~eachers in rural sohools,
on the two-year currioula,' and ·for a student whose major
is nursery sohool-kindergart.en ~duoation, kindergarten
primary education, or elementary education. Rooks,
minerals, soils, inseots, bird~ and trees.

21 ~l. Nature Study. A brief study of those phases of life
which may.be profitably presented in the grades. The
modes of presenting such work and the literature useful
in teaohing the subjeot.

22 16. Natural History of Plants and Animals. This oourse
is designed espeOiallY-for primary and grade teachers.
It attempts to answer this question, "What knowledge of
plants and animals is adapted to ohildren between the
ages of six and fifteen?" A review of the literature
in this field is also given.•

23 112. Nature Study. An elective course dealing with the
habits, iife histories, and environments of plants and
animals. The course consists of field trips, laboratory
w.prk, and reading. Two double periods. (Per week) No
laboratory fee is charged.

24 Nature Study and Elementary Scienoe.--S.M. 301-3. This
oourse deals with facts more than with principles, but
with sufficient attention to underlying generalizations
in interpretation of the environm~nt. It presents the
facts, laws, attitudes, and skills required as a basis
for teaching this subjeot, and to give a.factual back
ground derived from each realm of natural soienoe suitable
for intelligent pursuit of other sUbjects involving such
facts. Seasonal and regional materials are used. The
collections and notes are bUilt up specifically tor'use
in the next courses and for actual teaching. Must be
followed or aocompanied by S.M. 391.

Materials and Methods in Nature study and Elementary
sCience. {Methods Course-~three semester hour.s J. Khown
br alty as teaching of elementary soienoe--S.M. 391-3.
This course develops the point of view in teaphing
soienoe in the lower grades, along with experienoe in
selecting, organizing, teaohing, and evaluating teaohing
Qutcomes. Ob$ervation and actual partioipation, oon
Btruot~ve skillS, and tield work are essential parts of .
this work. Required of elementary sohool majors. Must
follow or aocompany S.M. 301.

25 Scien,e lOl~-Orlentatlon. Four hours lecture a week.
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A surveyoourse dealing with man and his environment.
-The student is introduoed .to.the fundamentals of nature
study and astronomy, physics and ohemistry, botany and
zoology.

26 201-201-ee. Science ~ ~ Elementary School--Natura
Study. Designed for kinder-garten~primarystudents. A
general overview of the field of science as it related
to the elementary school, with special emphasis upon
the application in early elementary grades; the princi
ples of science that will aid in interpreting the bio
logical and physical environment; the organization and
presentation of materials of instruction. 'One-half day
each week will be reserved for field work.

201-201-le. Science in Elementary School--Nature stUd!.
Designed for students majoring in home-room. A genera
overview of the field of science as it related to the
elementary school, with special emphasis upon the appli
oation in later elementary grades; the principles of
science that will aid in interp~eting the biological and
physical environment; the organization and presentation
of materials of instruction.

27 231. Biological Nature study. The aims of this oourse
are to develop an abilIty to interpret natural phenomena
With scientific accuracy, to develop an understanding
of some of ·the laws of nature, and to help the student
to enjoy and appreciate the beauties of nature. Wayside
and garden flowers, bulbs, seed dispersal, fruits of
trees, flowerless plants, beetles, crickets, grasshoppers,
moths, butterflies, gall insects, spiders, and winter
birds are studied. Field work is an important part of
the course.

232. ~sical Nature Study. The purpose of this course
'is to lieIp the student become familiar with some of the
physical aspects of nature, to demonstrate with simple
experiments some of the laws of nature and to develop
an understanding of some of the wonders ot the universe.
Weather, rocks, minerals, electrioity, astronomy, heat,
and light are studied.

233. Biological Nature Study. The aims of this course
are the same as those of Nature study 231. It includes
the study or spring flowers; spring birds and bird mi- .
gration; pond lite; aphids, bees, wasps, flies and ants.

28229. Nature StUdt. An appropriate subject matter of a
btological nature is presented in which habits, life
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histories, and relations of organisms to their environ
ment are emphasized. The construction and care of an
aquarium, the handling of 'schoolroom animals and plants
will be discussed.

29 22~. Nature Study. A general oourse that may be us~d

as an alternate for 215 in the two-year course.

30 101. Nature study. Birds, trees, inseots, fishes,
animals, wild and cultivated plants, weather, draught,
SOil, badteria, yeast and mold. Some attention to the
organization of materials and methods of instruotion.

31 210. Nature Study. Nature Study is the term applied
to the study of those phases of the natural sciences
which are best adapted for study in the graded schools
of the state. A suggestive outline of study for the
grades is given. Geology,' botany, zoology, and meteor
ology are the sciences which are drawn upon.

32 113. Nature Study. This course is designed to give
students an appreoiation and knowledge of their natural
environment. This is done through Observation, field
trips, the library, and textbooks. Birds, insects,
plants, trees, and stars are stUdied, but much oppor
tunity is given students to work along lines of their own
interests. Methods of teaching and books SUitable for
the various grades as well as supplementary material
are stressed. The course prepares teachers to teach
the facts and the observation of the facts in the child's
everyday environment.

33 ~4. Nature Study. This course is designed to acquaint
the stUdent with the materials and methods of teaching
nature stUdy in rural and graded schools. (Methods
Course--2i semester hours]

34 5. Nature studl. A study of plant and animal life, giv
ing general directions as to materials, and methods
to be used. Detailed instruotions for the stUdy of
trees, flowering plants, seeds, spore bearers, insects,
animals on pond and stream, and bird life. A highly
professionalized oourse for elementary teachers. (This
oourse was formerly Science for Elementary Teachers 7c.)

35 9. Nature studl. A oourse preparing students to teach
natur~ 'sttidy, consisting of work in text, lectures,
laboratory ~d field studies.

36 Biology 120. Nature study. (Methods Course--two sem
ester hours) In this course is presentedsubject-mat
ter, aims and methods 1n Plant Nature Study tor grades.
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The course consists largely of lectures and field work.
,

Biology 121. Nature Study~ (Methods Course--two semes
ter.hours) This course deals with the sUbject matter,
methods, and aims or animal nature study for the grades.
Lectures and field work include a special study of the
life history and control of insects. Life history of
birds. and mammals is also a feature.

37 105. Biological Nature studl. Field and laboratory
work on features of the biological environment. Brief
considera~ions of flowers, stems, roots, leaves, bUds,
weeds, trees, seedlings, birds, insects, wild animals,
domestic animals, etc. Each semester; three hours
lecture, three hours laboratory, four hours credit.

38 3. Nature study. This is the reqUired biology for kin
dergarten, lower elementary', and rural courses. Planned
to provide teachers with a general working knowledge of
the biological soiences as they may be applied in the
lower grades. Special emphasis placed upon the relation
ship to human experiences. Prerequisite, one semester
of high sehool botany or biology, or College Botany 1.
Subject matter follows the seasons.

39 310. Soience Nature. This oourse 1s given to the end
that teachers may help children to an acquaintanoe with
the simpler fundamental facts of their nature environ
ment and some appreciation of the wonders of their world.

The course comprises: study and care of plants;
life story of common insects, good and bad; the common
birds, their usefulness and ways of protecting them; Bnd
and water animals, their habits and economic importance;
common minerals; soils and conditions for successful
plant growing; weather and sky.

The supreme importance of the field excursion as a
method of studying nature in every grade is stressed
and illustrated. Classroom exper,iments, reading and
expressional activities appropriate to various grades
and suited to different purposes receive attention.

40 310. Science Nature. This course is given to the end
that teachers may help children to an acquaintance with
the simpler fundamental facts of their nature environ
mentand some appreoiation of their wonders and beauties
of the world in which they live.

The oourse comprises: study and care of plants;
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lite story ot common insects, good and bad; the common
birds, their usefulness an.d ways of protecting them; land
and water animals, their habits and economic importance;
common minerals; soils and cond~tions for successtul
plant growing, weather and sky •

. The supreme importance of the field excursion as a
method of studying nature in every grade is stressed and
illustrated. Classroom experiments, reading and ex
pressional activities appropriate to various grades and
suited to'different purposes receive attention.

41 51. Nature Study. A practical study of animals and
plants with special reference to methods of presentation
to children and young people. First hand observation,
critical examination of nature books and stories, study
of and cooperation in conservation movements.

Required of two-year normal students and seniors
preparing to be primary teachers.

42 206 (6). Nature study. Required of all students work
ing for the grammar-grade certificate. Class A.

A study is made of the common flowers, trees, in
sects, birds, and other animals. Nature literature and
field work supplement the lectures.

43 Agriculture and Nature Study 50. Current problems in
agrlculture.~ief topics of nature study. Instruc
tional prooedures in this field. Selected list of recom
mended activities for pupils and teachers. Farming in
western North Dakota. Analysis of state Course of study
in this SUbject. Reports by members of the class. _

Nature StUdy 50. Inorganic nature: seasons, weather,
rocks, s()11s, sky stUdy. Plants: gardening, forestry,
sugar and starch producers root crops, tat and oil pro
ducing plants, legumes, poisonous plants, forage, fiber
prOducers, ornamentals, wild flowers parasitic plants,
animals: birds, domestic fowls, insects, small animals,
fish, mammals, ·Zoo" and domestic animals. Methods of
instruction in nature study.

44 Nature Study 10. Nature StUdy for the Elementary Grades.

-Nature Study 11. Nature study tor the Upper Grades •
. r' A j

45 -Nature study Ri:. This oourse is a study or the looal
.enyir'onmentwith the view of making the elementary teacher
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.familiar·wi:th the more oommon living organisms in this
section of the state. Demonstrations and laboratory work
supplemented by observations in the field make up the
bulk of the oourse, with oertain assigned references.
No text is used.

46 Agrioulture Nature-Study 51. Rural. This course is
based on the outline of the state course of study and is
planned to acquaint the student with the outstanding
topics to be taught in the rural schools.

Nature-Study 51. Lower grades. A study of birds) trees,
flowers, and inseots oommon to this locality and to the
season when they are studied. The work will give the
student information and experience so he may know how
to acquaint himself with a new locality and teach the
nature-study best suited to that school.

28--Nature studi. Designed to afford elementary teachers
an opportunity 0 become better acquainted With the
nature of many common objects and phenomena. Open only
to students in Elementary Education.

~62. Nature study. The material and subject matter
are selected with special reference to interests of
pupils of the first three grades of the elementary school.

49 106. Nature Study. Prerequisite, senior college standing.

50 5. Yield ZoOlogy. (Methods Course--l 1/3 hours)
Collecting, identifying, ,and preserving materials for
study and for museum specimens; a course in field
methods especially useful to teachers of Nature Study;'
lecture, laboratory and field work. Prerequisites~
Zoology land 2.

'0. Animal ECOlogy. A study of the relation of animals
to their e'nvironment. Animal communities; physiolog
ical life histories; behavior, adaptation, and dis
tribution; designed for general culture and for teachers
of nature study and geography. Lecture, laboratory
and f.ield work. Prerequisite Z,oology 1 and 2.

106. Nature Study. Prerequisite, senior college
standing.

107. Animal' EOOlogy (6) A stUdy ot the relationship
or animals to their enVironment. Animal communities;
physiological li1'e histories; behaviQr, adaptation,
an!! distribution; designed for general culture and for
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-teachers of ' nature study and geography. Leoture,
labora tory and field work.: Prerequisite, 8 hours of
Biology.

106. Nature study. A survey of the plant and animal
kingdoms. For the two composite majors, elementary I

grades and rural school.

5. Field ZOOlO~Y. Collecting, identifying and pre
serving materia s for study and for museum specimens;
a course in field methods especially useful to teachers
of Nature StUdy. Lecture, laboratory and field work.
Prerequisites, Zoology 1 and 2.

106. Nature Study. Prerequisite, senior college
standing.

53 106. Nature Study. (Methods Course--four semester
hours) Principles and methods of education through
nature stUdy; types of organization and methods of
presenting sUbject matter in elementary natural soience.
Lectures, laboratory and field work.

54 Sc~ 220. Nature Studr- Designed to aoquaint teachers
with the commoner observable natural phenomena, modes
of observation and approved principles and technique
of instruction. Field trips are conduoted for the
study of local flora, fauna, geologioal and celestial
features.

55 Scienoe III--Nature qtudr • (Catalogue description of
course is not given.

56 Science III--Nature Study. (Catalogue description of
course is not given)

5'1 Science III--Nature study. (Catalogue description of
course is not given)

58 Science III--Nature Study. (This course aims to lead
the prospective teacher to develop an appreciation of
and a knowledge of how to use our natural resources.
Emphasis are laid upon the materials that are a part
of the environment of every child.

69 S eOO--Science III (Nature stUdy}. This course in
clUdes all·· phases of elementary science not included 1n
oourses I and II. It gives to the prospective elemen
"tary teacher an aoquaintanoe with the natural materials
that 8;oe,a part of the environment of every child. It
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gives to the student an appreciation of the common
place and an enthusiastic interest that will carry
over into the schoolroom. '

60 Science III--Nature Study. (Catalogue desoription of
course is not given)

61 Science (3) Nature studl. (Catalogue description or
oourse is not given)

62 S. l2--Nature Studl--A study is made of the common
trees, flowers, inseots, birds and animals. The
oourse aims to give not only sUbjeot matter but
appreciations, habits of observation, and an under
standing'of how the work may be presented to children.

63 Science III--Nature Study. (Catalogue description of
course is not given)

52. Nature Leadership. This course is designed
for those who have a special interest in leadership
in the study of nature. It aims to familiarize
students with the fundamental principles of nature
games and recreation, and to provide practice in
planning and carrying out constructive recreation.
This course is only for those who are fitting themselves
for leaders in nature stUdy and school work.

112. Nature StUdy. An eleotive course seeking to
teach the use of fhe aotivities of living things in
the sohool room; to teach the simple observations
of common things in nature as they interest us in
everyday life. Lectures; reports and much reference
reading necessary; field trips.

Biology 141. Nature study. The courses in Nature
study are designed to help the grade teacher to util
ize the nature materials in the school community and
also to help in the teaching of the regular textbooks
in the grades.

During the fall quarter animals and plant seeds
are studied. Colleotions of these are made and speci- ,
mens are identified. The life histories of some
insecta are observed. Methods of seed dispersal are
studied in' the field. (Birds) are not included in
this quarter.

BiOlogy 142. NatureStudl_ In this course a stUdy
is .made of tre~s'inthelrwinteroondition, the stars
and planets, the oommon rocks and fossils, and weather

64

65

66
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phenomena. -The sohool has a telesoope for use in this
OOlill'se. The prinoipal con.stellations are looated and
identified by means of star oharts.

Biology 143. Nature studl_ Plants and birds are
studied during the Spring Quarter. Colleotions of
plants are made and the specimens are identified and
mounted_ The birds of the oommunity are named and their
habits are studied.

67 lOO--Natqre Study. (3) A course to encourage an interest
in living things in relation to their environment, to
develop the observational powers of the student, and to
disoover the aesthetio and cultural values of Nature
Study in the grades_

68 a58A. Nature Study. This is the first of three courses
planned for elementary teaohers who wish to use the nature
material furnished them by their environment in their
teaching. Topics: Tree materials in the autumn and
their use in the elementary school, autumn inseots,
flowers, and the fall flower and vegetable gardens,
autumn wild flowers. .

358B. Nature Study. Raising flowers in pots, glass
bowls, or window boxes in the winter; the study and
identification of trees in winter; winter resident
birds; inseots of the household; hibernating animals;
sqUirrels; pets as teaching material; the preparation
and care of the aquarium.

358. Nature study. Bird study, including: Migration,
nesting, eoonomic value, will be emphasized. Other
topics: spring wild flowers, ornamental shrubs, the
flower and vegetable garden, trees, inseots. .

69 '163. Biolog;ical Nature studl_ A course in the nature
study materials tnat will be functional in the grade
olassroom. Emphasis will be plaoed in the use on looal
forms such as insects, birds, domestic and wild mammals,
trees, wild flowers, garden and crop plants. The course
is planned to meet the needs of those taking the Pri
mary and Elementary curricula.

237. Nature StUdy in !h! Elementari Grades. (Methods
Course--s1x semesternours). m· course planned for.
those prepared to teach in the elementary grades. The
objectives of the course will be: (1) an increased

. interest- in nature; (2) scientifio information ooncern
in~ birds, trees,- common insects; wild flowers, s01ls
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77 102. Biological Nature studr--A study of animals ot
pond a.nd stream, insect and insect allies, birds, animal

75 101. Nature study. This oourse deals with the teaching
of elementary science in the grades. Required in Stan
dard Normal Course.

76 Biological Nature Study. Required in standard normal
and tour-year currioula for elementary teachers. In
cludes tield and laboratory study of both plants and,
animals.

First, Seoond and
this course is
the primary and

and rocks; (3) the principles ~t natural and artificial
se~ection. Formal study, field trips, and classroom
demonstrations represent the methods used in the course.
A year of general biology or general science should be
taken before or parallel with the course.

71 Science 12, Nature Study and~ Geographl (Biology 15)

72 111. Nature Study ~ Geography. Fall nature experi
enoes,with emphasis upon oommon trees, firds, insects
and flowers. Field work by both group and individual
supplemented by laboratory work and library reading.
A study of fundamentals of climate and of natural earth
oonditions as preparation for later work. Major em
phasis given to nature study in 111, and to social
studies in 113.

Geographl 113. Social Studies and Nature Study. Unit
work in social studies, dealing with food, clothing
and shelter, emphasizing geographic factors in their
production; means ot transportation and oommunication.
SUbject matter organized for unit teaching, as suggested
in the Virginia Tentative Course of study. College
texts paralleled by materials available for primary
grades. Spring experiences with transient and summer
resident birds, trees, flowering plants, inseots, frogs;
problems of restocking aquarium and indoor gardens.
Frequent field trips supplemented by work in the library.

73 Biology 151-152-153. Nature Soienoe.
Third ~uarters; the subject matter of
adapted to the teachers of scienoe in
kindergarten grades.

74. 9. Nature Study. The materials suitable for'use in
nature study in the grades, inoluding the oolleoting ot
suoh materials. One bird trip a week is required during
the greater part of the quarter.

I]
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oompanions ,'wayside flowers, common trees ,seeds and
seedlings, the garden, and.spore bearers. Required for
normal course students preparing to teach in the lower
grades and for those who offer no biology from high
school. A total of seventy-two class meetings. Not
offered for degree in secondary education.

103. Phys1.cal Nature Study--A study of stars and con
stellations, soils, rocks, ores, limestone, coal,
buoyance of air, hydraulios, winds and water power,
heat, applications of steam and gasoline, magnetism and
electrioity, light and optics, sound and mechanics.
Required for normal course students preparing to teach
in the upper grades and for others offering no physios
from high sohool.

78 Introduction to Science 102--Agriculture and Nature
Study. While something of the economic and vocational
aspects of farm life are considered, the first objec
tive in this course is to develop the capacity of the
student to appreciate the significance of out-door
life on the growth and development of the child. Some
laboratory activities and oocasional field trips will
be undertaken. The fundamental requirements of the
state department are met.

79 Biology 102. Nature Study. Required of students in the
elementary courses. An understanding of plants, ani
mals, and natural phenomena is the aim; seasonal changes
vary the subject matter but inseots, trees, flowering
plants, birds and bird migration, weather, rocks and
soil are studied.

80 Biological Soience 109. Nature Study. General study
of plant and animal life with relationship to environ
ment; with special attention to nature teaching and its
correlation with other SUbjects in primary grades.

Sl 5. Nature StUdt for Elementary Grades. A stUdy of
animals'including-pits; plants including trees and wild
flowers, indoor gardening; other features of outdoor
life, treated from the seasonal standpoint; observations
and excursions.

6. Nature study of~ School Training Group. Similar
to Course Number 07 but a more intensive stUdy.

9. ~ricultural Nature StUdt (Rural) A oourse for
rura~and state gradedscfioo s emphasizing forestry,
dairying, weeds, s011s, birds, wild flowers, insects and
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other season.al topics, relating to nature study and
agJ'iculture.

51., Nature Study. Prerequisit~: Nature Study 5.
A resume of the material related to nature study curri
culum. Method of arranging and presenting of nature ,
study material in a logical, seasonal grouping. The
making of oollections and displays, observations and
demonstration lessons in the McCaskill School, and some
of the literature of Nature.

52. Dendrology. A study of trees, especially the
trees of North Wisdonsin. Prerequisite: five hours of
biology.

55. Ornithology. A study of the bird life of the Lake
Superior region. Prerequisite: five hours of biology.

82 Nature Study 121. A stUdy of materials suitable for
presentation in the primary grades; the trees and shrubs
of the campus; birds and insects in the fields; ferns,
mosses and the flowering plants.

Many of the nature study courses are built about object

lessons. This encourages an incidental type of nature study

and bUSy work which lacks vigor and challenge.

Nature study courses in teachers colleges should be

so organized that they would develop challenging problems

with essential meanings; and these meanings should be

developed towards the fundamental concepts of science.

Courses should be rigorously scientific and fUlly recognize

the interests of children.
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Courses in Nature Study are given in the various cata-

logues under the following headings:

Applied Nature Study, Elementary Entomology, Dendrology,
J

Field Nature study, Geography, Methods and Materials, Local

Flora, Natural History of Plants and Animals, Nature Leader

ship, Nature Literature, Nature study and Geography, Nature

study Laboratory, Nature Study, Field and Laboratory, Orien

tation, and Science and Nature study, 1.

Animal Ecology•••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Advanced Nature Study••••••••••••••••• 2
Field Zoology ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Ornithology••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Physical Nature Study••••••••••••••••• 2
Science of the Out-of-doors ••••••••••• 2
Science in the Elementary School...... 2
Natural Science ••••••••••••••••••••••• 3
Agriculture and Nature Study•••••••••• 4
Nature Study in the Elementary Schools 4
Biologioal Nature Study••• ~........... 6
Nature Study•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 72

There appears to be considerable uniformity as far as

course titles are concerned. But an analysis of the oourses

just listed from the catalogues reveals several important

faots relative to the field of Nature Study as offered in

Teachers Colleges. It seems that there is more diversity

than uniformity. The main facts are presented below:

Development of Scientific Accuracy.... 3
Philosophy of Soience and Nature Study 3
Natural History of Plants and Animals. 3*
Demonstration Materials ••••••••••••••• 5
Emphasis on Conservation•••••••••••• ,. 5
Items of Economic Importanoe •••••••••• 5

*The numbers ~ccompanied by asterisks (*) indicate the
num.b·~r·or courses wholly given over to the topio which they
accompany.
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The above tabulation reveals a situation of considerable

complexity existing in the colleges with reference to Nature

Local

2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
6
7
7
8
9

11
11
14
15
21
25
31-1*
31-1*

Appreciation.:~ of the Out-of-Doors ••••••••• 10
Emphasis in Local Materials in Connection

with any Top1c •••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 11
Lecture Work in Connection. with any Course 14
Special Methods ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14-2*
Reference or Library work in Connection

with any Course •••••••••••••••••••••••• 15
Laboratory Work in Connection with any

COllI'se ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 18-
Field Work in Connection with any Course •• 37

Special Emphasis on the following:

Rodents, Meteorology, Zoology, Botany, Geology,
Flora (l*), Seed Dispersal, Light ••••••••••• 1 eaoh.

Electricity•.••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•••
Heat ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bacteria •••••••••••••• ·•••••••••••••••• ~ •••
Weeds •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Physiographio Features ••••••••••••••••••••
Shrubs ..•.•.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fishes ...•...•..•.••...•....•.••.•..•.•.••
Pets ..•.•.•..••..............••...•.•.....
Mammals •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The Earth ••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••
Seed and Seedlings ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Minerals .•.•.••.••.•.•..••.••..••....•.••.
S011s •••••.•••••..•.••••••••••••••••••••••
Plants ..••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.••••
Weather •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Rocks •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Stars and the Heavens •••••••••••••••••••••
An.lmals .
Flowering Plants ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Trees ...••••.••..••.....•.••••••••••••••••
Insects -..................•...•......
Birds •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

oo~rses, on the use of local materials as the bases for

library work, on leoture work, on offering of special methods

Study. There are a !!! facts that do stand out clearly, how

ever. The emphasis on field work, on laboratory work, on
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study, and the suggestion that appreciations are highly im

portant all tend to unify the program of Nature Study some

what. From this point on there is little uniformity, except

that a few large topics do stand out from among the long

list of materials available as content materials. Those

materials which seem to constitute the cores of Nature Study

are: Birds, insects, trees, flowering plants, animals,

stars and the heavens, rocks, weather, plants, soils, min-

erals, the earth, seeds and seedlings. The other available

topics are readily discoverable in the above tabulation.

There, then, is left a long list of topics with but few

scores. These data reveal the following points~

1. There is not wide enough agreement on what should be

offered in courses in Nature StUdy. It is to be admitted

that materials of local value and interest should be inclUded,

but most of the topics having small frequencies are not

local in character at all.

2. The leoture method seems to be a bit too prevalent.

'3. When one considers the small hourage allowed in the

field of Nature Study in most Teachers Colleges, the wide

scatter of content treated seems to present another argument

for SOme further unifications and eliminations of content

materials. No one can possibly acquire any facility of mas

tery of content or of teaching method when the field is so

broad. The. alternative solution is to extend the amount of

credit 'allowed in Nature study. The unwisdom of such topics
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as the Naturai History of Plants ~ Animals when but two or
,

three oourses are allowed is eVidenoe of some limitations in

the oontent presented. It is doubtful whether this topio

and the two suooeeding ones, PhilQSOphl of Soienoe and Develop

ment of Scientifio Acouraol have muoh place in Nature StUdy

as immediate goals or objectives. Rather, these are by

products of specifio bits of work such as are suggested by

some of the topics noted under Special Emphasis.

Table III was developed from Table II. The total semester

hours of nature study in eaoh division of science and the mean

level for each division were tabulated. Peroentages of the

total semester hours offered in ·nature study were calculated

for each division of scienoe.

A total of 304.8 semester hours was offered in the field

of nature study. There were thirty-two and one-fourth semester

hours offered in special methods courses.

Nature study courses were listed under eleven divisions

of science and the department of education. The peroentages

tor eaoh division of soienoe was as follows: biology,

54.1; scienoe, 12.2; nature study, 10.9; zoology 6.2;'

natural soience, 4.9; botany, 2.9; general soience 2.0; geo

graphy, 1.3; physiology, 1; physioal science, 1; non

s.pecialized, .9 01 1 per cent; and education, 2.

There~ere eighty-two colleges offering courses. in

~ature.Study. These courses were offered in the freshman

year by thirty-three colleges, in the Sophomore year by
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eighteen colleges. Fourteen colleges offered courses in
t

both freshman and sophomore years, while seventeen colleges

offered courses in the junior and in the senior years. The

majority of the courses were offered in the freshman and

sophomore years. There is very little evidence of advanced

work in the Nature Study courses.

Table IV was developed from Tables II, and III. The

eleven divisions of science and the department of education

were classified under four general divisions, namely, biolog

ical science, physical science, education and miscellaneous.

Semester hours and peroentages for the divisions of biology,

zoology, geography, and physiology were obtained directly

from Table III. By inspection of catalogue descriptions of

courses in the divisions of science, nature study, natural

science, and general science, the number of semester hours

in each general division was determined. Each course was

weighted according to the catalogue description, the number

of semester hours tabulated, and the percentages for each

division of science, of the total semester hours offered in

nature study were calculated. The non-speoialized division

was listed under miscellaneous.

The percentages for each general division of science,

at nature study ~ere as follows: biological science, 85.9,

physioal soience, ll.a; education, 2; and miscellaneous,

.9 of 1 per cent.
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TABLE III

NUMBER OF SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGFB OF NATURE
STUDY COURSES OFFERED BY 'rEACHERS COLLEGES

IN EACH DIVISION OF SCIENCE

Total

Division of Science Number of Percentage Mean
Semester Represented Level
Hours by

Biology 164.9 54.1 2

Science 37.0 12.2 2

Nature Study 33.0 10.9 2

Zoology 19.0 6.2 2

1
Natural Science 15.0 4.9 2

Botany' 9.0 2.9 2
,

General Science 8.0 2.6 3

Geography 4.0 1.3 1

Physiology 3.0 1.0 1

Physical Soience 3.0 1.0 5

Non-Specialized 2.6 0.9 2

Education* 6.0 2.0 2



l>lvlsion-of- -Semester -Per"; -SemesterPer";---Semester Per- Semester Per-
Science Hours Of cent- Hours of cent- Hours of cent- Hours of cent

Biologtoal age Physical age Department age Miscel- age.
Science Science of Edu- laneous

cation Courses

TABLE IV

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGES OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE AND PHYSICAL
SCIENCE OFFERED BY TEACHERS COLLEGFS IN NATURE STUDY COURSES

Biology

Soience

Nature Study

Zoology

Natural Scienoe

Geography

Botany

Physiology

Non-Specialized

General Science

164.9

20.9

24.7

19.0

13.0

9.0

3.0

54.1

6.8

8.1

6.2

4.2

2.9

1.0

16.1

8.6

2.0

4.0

5.4

2.8

0.7

1.3

2.6 0.9

(Jl

CI1



TABLE IV (Continued)

33.7' 11.2

Physical Scienoe

Eduoation

Total 262.5 85.9

3.0 1.0

6.0

6.0

2.0

2.0 2.6 0.9

01
~
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TABLE V

DATA FOR ELEMENTARY SC IENCE COURSES OFFERED BY TEACHERS
COLLEGES

Number College 'Looa'llon -o~- ---Semester Hours ~evel on Division in
College 1n Elementary Which Work Which Otfer

- Science is Offered is Made-

ALABAMA

1 State Teachers College Jacksonville 4 3 Science

2 State Teachers College Florenoe 3 1-3 Scienoe

ARIZONA

3 Arizona State Teaohers
College Flagstaff 16 1 Science

ARKANSAS

4 Arkansas State
Teachers College Conway 5 1 Physios

CALIFORNIA

5 San Francisoo State
Teachers College San Francisco 14 1-2-3-4 Natural Scienoe

6 San Diego State San 'Diego 14 1-2-3-4 Natural Science (,J\

Teachers College' (,J\
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TABLE V' (Continued)

COLORADO

7 Colorado State College Greeley 5 1/3 1-2 Non-Specialized
of Education

ILLINOIS

a Western Illinois State Macomb 2 2/3 2 Biology
Teachers College

9 Chicago Normal Chicago 8 ns Science
College

10 Northern Illinois De Kalb 3 2 Physics
State Teachers ;, .

College

11 Illinois State Normal Normal 4 1-2 Biology
University

12 National College of
Education (1933-34) Evanston 6 1-2 Science

INDIANA

13 Ball State Teachers Muncie 2 2/3 2 Biology
College

C1I
~
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TABLE V (Continued)

KANSAS

14 Kansas State Teachers Pittsburg 3 2 Physios
College

LOUISIANA

15 Louisiana State Normal Natchitoches 2 1 Biology
College

MAINE

16 State Normal School
(1933) Farmington 6 1 Science

17 State Normal School Gorham. 6 1 Science
(1934-35)

MARYLAND-
18 State Normal School Frostburg 3 1 Science

(1932-33)

19 State Teachers Towson 3 1-3 Soience
College

C1I
~MASSACHUSETTS-,

20 State Teachers College Salem 16 1/2 1-2-3-4 Science
(1934-35) ,
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TABLE V (Continued)

MICHIGAN

21 Central State Teachers Mount Pleasant 2 2/3' 2 Biology
College

22 Wa~e University, Detroit 7 3 *Eduoation
eaohers College Natural Science

22a Michigan State Normal Ypsilanti 16 1-2 Elementary
School Science

MINNESOTA

23 State Teachers St. Cloud 1 1/3 4 Biology
College

24 State Teachers Mankato 2 2/3 4 Professional
College Course in

Science

, !!SSISSIPI

25 State Teachers Hattiesburg 2 2/3 1 Biology
College

26 Delta State Teachers Cleveland 6· 3-4 Biology
College

:MONT.~
01

Montana State Teachers CD27
~

College Dillon 1 1/3 2 Science
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TABLE V (Continued)

!ID! JERSEY

28 State Normal School Newark 9 1-2 Science

29 State Teachers
College Trenton 9 1-2 Science

30 State Normal School Jersey City 9 1-2 Science

NEW YORK--
31 State Normal School Geneseo 6 1 Science

32 School of Education, New York 2 ns Education*
College of the City
of New York

33 Teachers College, New York City 42 4-5 Edocation*
Columbia University

34 State Normal and Brockport 4 1 Biological
Training School Scienoe

NORTH CAROLINA

35 East Carolina Teaohers Greenville 12 1 Physical
College Science

C1I
co
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TABLE V (Continued)

NORTH DAKOTA-

36 State Teachers College Mayville 2 2/3 2 Science

OHIO-
37 Kent State University Kent 3 1-2 Biology
38 School of Education, Oxford 3 2 Physiology

Miami University

39 School of Education, Cleveland 29 1-3 Natural Science
Western Reserve

PENNSYLVANIA

40 State Teachers Kutztown 3 1 Biology
College

41 State Teachers Lock Haven 3 1 Science
College

SOUTH DAKOTA

42 Northern State Aberdeen 6 1-2 Biology, Physics
Teachers College

43 Eastern State Normal Madison 2 1 Physics
School

~

0TEXAS

44 . East Texas State Commerce 6 2 BiologyTeachers College



TABLE V (Continued)

45 Sam Huston State Huntsville 9 3 Biology
Teachers College

46 North Texas State Denton 6 3 Biology
Teachers College

VIRGINIA

47 State Teachers Farmville 6 2-3 Elementary
College Science

48 State Teachers Harrisonburg 4 1 Physics,
College General

Scienoe

49 State Teachers East Radford 1 1/2 1 Bi<:>logy
College

~ VIRGINIA

50 Fairmont State Fairmont 3 2 Biology
Teachers College

WASHINGTON

51 Washington State Bellingham 5 1/3 2-3-4 Science
Normal School

oa
~

WISCONSIN

52 . Stat e Teachers Superior 2 1 Astromony
College
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TABLE V (Cont inued )

53 State Teachers Plattsville 6 2 Astromony
COllege

54 State Teachers Whitewater 3 2 Physics
College

55 State Teachers La Crosse 4 1-2 Biological
College Science

*Department of Education

~
~
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,The foregoing data indicate that nature study courses

offered by teachers colleges are~almost entirely biological

soience.
I

Teachers of nature study are not t therefore, receiving

adequate and well-rounded training for their work.

The data for Table V were taken from the various

teachers college catalogues. The colleges were arranged al

phabetically according to the state in which they were 10-

cated. The number of semester hours of elementary science,

the level and the division in which the offering was made

were tabulated.

It was necessary to number the colleges (in Table V)

and the catalogue descriptions of courses which follow in

order to identify the courses offered by each college.

The elementary science courses offered by teachers col

leges were as follows:

*1 301. Field Zoolo6Y. Two recitations and a field trip
or two hours laboratory periods a week. Elective for
juniors in the divided curriculum. The purpose is to·
meet the needs ot grade teachers in Elementary Science.

303. Field Botany. Two recitations and a field trip,
or two hours laboratory a week. Elective for juniors in
the divided curriculum. The purpose is to meet the needs
ot grade teachers in Elementary Science.

2 303. Field Botanl. Elective for juniors in the divided
curriculum. PrereqUisite, General Biology. The course
develops a knowledge of the local flora, given an ability
to use botanical manuals t and acquaints students with the

~umbers on the lett correspond to the numbers given the
colle~es in Table V.
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ecology of plant habitats. Students will identify a
minimum of twenty-five trees, .ten ornamental shrubs and
100 herbs. Specimens collected on field trips will be
studied in as much detail as ti~e will permit. Students
will be required to prepare collections which will be of
use in the elementary school.

DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. Science l-a-b-o--Introduction to
Natural Sciences. Science l-a-b-c is required of all
candidates for Elementary and Kindergarten-primary
oertificates.

l-a-b-o. Introduction to the Natural Soienoe. A study
of the nature of the phYSical and biological world, de
signed especially for teachers of elementary grades.
The basic facts of Astronomy, Geology, Chemistry, Phy
sics, Botany, Zoology, Physiology, and Heredity. Does
not count toward a major or minor in Science.

2. Introduction to the Natural Sciences. The first half
of Science l-a-h-C7oovering the Physical Sciences. May
be taken concurrently with Science 3.

3 •. Introduction to the Natural Sciences. The second
half ot Science l-a-O=O, covering the Biological Sciences.
May be taken concurrently with Science 2.

PhtSical Scienoe 138. A survey Course. A study of the
pr nciples of eiementary physics, chemistry and astronomy
for students preparing to teach in the grades. Not open
to those who have had high school or oollege physics or
chemistry.

DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. Basic Re~uirements. Basic require
ments in Natural Science are de ermined by the curriculum
in which the student is registered. The minimum is four
teen units.

Kindergarten Primary, General Elementary, or Combination
K.-P.!"'Gen. El.

B.S. 6. General Biology (3)
B.S. 2-20. Nature StUdy (4) To be programmed oon

currently.
P.S. 1. Introduction to Physioal Science. (7)

General Elemen.tary and cTunior High Combination.
B.S. 6. General Biology (3)
B.S. 2-20. Nature Study (4}
1?S. 1. Introduction to Physical Soience. (7)
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J.unior High (Except majors or minors in B.S. or F.S.)
B.S./5. General Biology (31.
B.S. Elective (4) .
P,S.L. Introduction to Physical ~cience (7).

() Natural Science: Fourteen units are required as follows:
(a) A maximum of six units in the following high school
laboratory courses may be chosen to meet this require
ment: Physics, Chemistry, Botany, Biology, Physiology,
Zoology. Only those high school courses that are offered
exclusively ,for students in the third or fourth year may
be used. Each year of high school work in science will
be counted in satisfaction of three units of the re
quirement •

.(b) One of the following alternatives in the biological
science field must be chosen: (I) Biological Science 1
or Biological Science lOA-lOB, or (2) any combination
of Zoology lA-lB or high School Zoology with Botany
2A-2B or high school Botany.

(c) One of the following alternatives in the physical
science field must be chosen: (1) Physical Science 1, or
~), high school or college physics and chemistry, or (3)
three courses in high school or college physical
science, either physics or chemistry.

(d) One of the following Laboratory courses is required:
High School Physics, high schoo-I ohemistry, Biological
Science lOA-lOB, Botany 2A, Chemistry lA, Geology lA and
lB, Physics lA-lB, Physics 3A-3B, Zoology lAo

(e) Additional courses, if needed to meet the total re
quirement, must be chosen from the following list: Astrono
my 1, 11; Biological Science lOA-lOB; Botany 2A, 2B, -
4, 5; Chemistry lA-lB, 5A-6B, 7-8; either Geography 1
or Geography 3; geology lA, IB; Physics lA-lB, lC-lD,
2A-2B, 3A-3B; Zoology lA, lB.

7 101. Elementary Science: Field trips as desired. For
elementary school teachers and supervisors. Essentially
a content course with emphasis on the SUbject matter of
science needed by elementary school teachers. Attention
is given to the aims in teaching elementary science,
methods of presentations, and ways of collecting, preserv
ing and using materials. Each unit of work included field.
study.

102, ElementarY' Science Demonstrations. Experiments
and demonstrations heeded.to teach science in the elemen
tary grades. Units included are water, air, heat,
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electrioity, communication, astronomy and weather. Op
portunity to conduct demonstrations and experiments in
each unit, to select and construct materials needed for
the demonstrations, and to evaluate teacher and student
reference material.

Biology 222--Field Biology. This subject is primarily
an appreciation course arranged 80 as to bring elemen
tary students into close contact with animals and plants
oommon in our fields. The plants, birds, and other
animals are 'studied in their natural surroundings in
the field.

41. Zoology-. The basis of the choice of material to be
studied in the course is the list of units or topics de
voted to animals in the Chicago Course of StUdy in Ele
mentary Science for the first six grades. The stUdy
by the college students has two connections:

(a). Zoology. The stress is laid on structural
and physiological adaptations and life history, on be
havior, and to a limited degree, on the classification •

.(b). Human Physiology. The course included Human
Physiology in that at each step in the discussion of the
physiological processes in animals, the related processes
in the human body are correlated. For example: respir
ation (1) through the general surface in the lower ani
mals, (2) by tracheae in insects, (3) by gills in fishes,
(4) by lungs and air sacs in birds is so discussed as
to lead to a better understanding of respiration of
human beings.

51. Teaching.2!. Science in Grades ~-8. (Methods Course-
two semester hours). The Course of Study in Elementary
Science for the Chicago Public Schools, as printed in
Bulletins S-456 and $-gs, is used as a basis. Students
are familiarized with the equipment made available by
the Board of Education for the teaching of Elementary
Science, 1.e., mechanical, visual and other aids. Sci
ence readers are examined as to advantages and dangers
of their use. Exhibits and their arrangement according
to room, school and groups of schools are studied, followed
by a visit to one such exhibit sponsored by the Super
visor of Science or by one of the major educational
bodies of Chicago.

61. Teaching of Science in Grades 3-5. (Methods Course
--2 semester houri). The-Students'-previOus work in the
several sciences is utilized freely as a basis for lesson
planning. The Gourse of stUdy in Elementary Science for
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the Chicago Public Schools, as printed in Bulletins
S~123 and S-456, is used as a textual guide and is
supplemented with special as·signments. Typical lesson
plans. are studied for science subjeots. The teaching of
these subjects is observed in the Parker Practice
Sohool and then followed by a limited amount of super- t

vised practice or demonstration teaching.

62. Teaching of Science in Kindergarten--Grade 2.
(Methods c--two-semester hourBl. The Course of Study in
Elementary Science for the Chicago Public Schools, as
printed in Bulletin 8-123, is the chief textual basis,
supplemented by certain courses in nature study specially
adapted by some of our own past students for kindergarten
work. Typical lesson plans are studied and followed by

. a limited amount of supervised practice teaching. A
survey of the various mechanical, visual and other aids
provided by the Board of Educ.a t ion for nature s tudyrlin
the grade schools is made. In connection with each
unit of subject material the student is given opportunity
to make a first-hand acquaintanoe with the objects,
phenomena, and processes involved and thus to make up
for any defioiency in his own earlier science training.

10 232. Physical Science. This course includes much mater
ial found in oourses in geology, physiography and astronomy.
It completes a year sequence of material intended to
give the elementary school teacher an acquaintance and
fair understanding of everyday scientific facts. It
serves as a background for the science work offered in
the grades as part of a coordinated science program.

11 101. Natural Science--I. This is the first of a series
of two courses of integrated science required .in all of
the elementary school curricula. Units in trees, stars
and· constellations, insects, common garden flowers and
vegetables; weeds, rocks, minerals, and soils are studied.

102. Natural 8cience--11. This is the second of a
series of two courses ofintegrated science' required in
all of the elementary school curricula. Units in birds,
coniferous trees, fungi, spring constellations, matter,
energy and work are studied.

105. ~giene--I. The subject matter of the oourse is
relate~toithe·tactors aotually determining health with
special consideration given to the principles and
practioes of health promotion. The oourse is based upon
t~ose modern principles of hygiene that are intended to
adjust the student in safeguarding and improving his own
health and those of the community.
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12 Science 101-102, Orientation: This will include a studyor those mos~mportant prinQiples of both biological
and physical science that are needed by the individual
to understand and in a measure control the natural en
vironment. A study is made of familiar things and
phenomena to understand how and why they work. Many
problematic situations are studied to give facility in
solving such by the use of the appropriate principle.
The course aims to give the needed background for
teaching the elementary science of the grades. Lec
tures, stereopticon pictures, laboratory work, required
reading and Saturday excursions.

13 222. Elementarz Science. This course is designed to
meet the neeas of tlie intermediate-grammar-grade teachers

. in elementary science and nature study. Recitations,
demonstrations, laboratory work and field work.

14 70. Supervised Teaching in the Phzsical Sciences.
Application of the principles and technique of teaching
elementary science in a junior high school class.

15 115. Elementarz Science. A course in the first prin
ciples of natural and physioal sciences.

15 7. Science ~ Elementary Teachers (Description of
oourses not given.)

(Desoription of

(Desoription ofSoience for Elemenrarz Teachers I.
oourses not given. . ,

Soience for Elemenrarz Teachers II.
oourses not given.

Science II--Teachi~ Soience in the Elementary Grades.
(Methods Course--t ee semester hours). The student in
this course becomes thoroughly acquainted with the sub
ject matter before attempting to organize it into in
structional units. The best methods of presenting
science to elementary pupils are then studied and dis
oussed. The student beoomes familiar with the literature
of the field. Class activities are made up of laboratory
demonstrations, projects and reports.

Science l02--Elementarihschool Soience. A survey of the
~cience backgr.ound of . e,stude~t preoedes "repair work"
O,n this background. As elem~ntary sohool scienoe in the .
first six grades is l~rgelybiologioal, a study of the
adaptatlonsmade by plants and animals for their lite
processes is made. Emphasis i~ plaoed on the flowering

.. plap,ts .and· on the simple non~green plants, espeoially

19
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bacteria. The preparation of sterile media and culture
dishes, and the culturing of: common non-pathogenic
organisms, are carried through as a basis for the courses
in health education.

22A Elementary Science Minor DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. Required
Courses for a Minor in Elementary Science:

100. Fundamentals in Elementary Science.
or 101. Elementary Scienoe for Rural Schools.

201. Elementary Science for Primary Grades.
or 202. Elementary Science for Intermediate Grades.

103. Gardening.
200. Ornithology.
207. Ornamental Flowers, Shrubs and Trees.
(One Elective).

100. Fundamentals in Elementary Scienoe. This course
is an elementary academic course intended to furnish a
background for those subjects commonly designated as
"Elementary Science and Nature Study." The topics
treated will be drawn from the ordinary branches of
science, and will function in the integration of these
related sciences so far as they have application in the
grades.

101. Elementarf Science ~ Rural Schools. A special
course planned or those preparing to teach in rural
schools. A selected list of topics will be presented
especially applicable to the country environment and
presented in the most practical manner possible. Short
field trips, laboratory exercises and classroom demon
stration will feature the course. Among the topics
treated will be birds, trees, seed distribution, bees,
ants, silk moth, minerals, rocks, soils, erosion,
weather, oxidation, along with the principles of natural
and artificial selection.

201. Elementary Science for Primary Grades. A special
course tor those who expe~to supervise such teaching.
The work is based upon the course of study and consists
of methods of organization and presentation of nature
problems to primary children, of directing such activities
as would arise and of collecting and caring for live
material.

202. Elementary Science ~ Intermediate Grades. This
is the companion 90urse in the preceding, but it is in
tended for those who "are planning to teach in the inter
mediate grades. An attempt is made to prepare the
student to organize the problems, collect the materials
and direot the activities ot the elementary science.
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Methods of' pr'esentation of simple experiments to inter
mediate children and of conducting field trips will be
demonstrated through the science work in the laboratory
schools.

205. Applied Elementart Science. A course to enable '
teachers'of all grades 0 understand better the biological
problems of a oommunity and to show how such problems may
best be solved. The relation of insects, birds and other
animals to man and the ways of controlling harmful forms
and of encouraging useful ones will be made prominent in
this course.

206. Elementary Science for Teachers in Service. This
course aims to acquaint teachers with the most signifi
cant and understandable physical facts in the grade
child's environment. The subjeot matter includes units
on weather, the solar system; minerals and rocks, changes
in the earth's surface, electricity and magnetism.

20 Science 101. (E.J.) General Biological Science. This
course deals with the fundamental principles of biology
with a study of type forms of plants and animals and
their habitats. The topics given special attention in
clude the structure of plants and animals and the ac
companying functions, responses to environmental condi
tions, means of protection, plant and animal associations,
the germination, dispersal and balance of life, variation
and progression of living forms, improvement of species,
and the conservation of valuable and disappearing species.

The various topics furnish abundant opportunity for
special study of common plants and animals, an acquain
tance with which is necessary for successful teaching in
the grades. Studies are based upon direct experience with
l~ving forms in field, garden, or laboratory.

Science 201 (E.) . General Physical Science. This course
deals with the important principles of physical science.
The more elementary phases of the sciences which are
oommonly treated as chemistry and physics are brought
together in a unified consideration of energy as expressed
in radiation, eleotricity and atomic structure. The
chemical processes involved in the transformation of
matter,the chemical elements and some elementary chemical
principles wiil be considered. MUch attention will also .
be given to the ways. in which air, water J fire J electricity
magnetism and other natural agencies are utilized by man.

~ci~nce 202. (E.). Professionalized Elementary Science.
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,(Methods COurse--one and a half semester hours) ••
This course draws upon content material of previous
science oourses and designs especially to present mater
ial and methods suited for the e+ementary grades. Re
cently-published oourses are studied and disoussed,
with special attention given to the Course of Study in ,
Science for Elementary Schools prepared by a State Com
mittee and' for use in the first six grades of Massachu
setts schools. Laboratory and field work, class or indi
vidual projects, and ocoasional papers are included in
the work.

Scienoe 310. (E.) General Physioal Soience. Continua
tion of Scienoe 210-E.

Soienoe 410. (E.) General Physical Science. This oourse
attempts to give a broad outlook over the field of physical
soienoe, to inorease one's foundation of science exper
ienoe and information, and to treat in greater detail
some of the science topics lightly touohed in earlier
oourses. Some additional work will be taken in the fields
of chemistry and physics. An important part of the oourse
will deal with the earth and heavenly bodies and the
deve'lopment of the surface features of the earth as they
exist today. A foundation will thus be given for under
standing the literature of astronomy and geology. The
course is primarily a cultural oourse, but at the same
time offers valuable background material for soienoe and
geography in the elementary or junior high grades.

232. Biology. Soienoe of Livin~ iRin~. The objeot of
the course is to give a survey 0 e ~ological prin
ciples underlying the material covered in the "Science
of Living Things". With this information, the presen
tation of the facts is greatly simplified. Courses from
which living materials may be secured will be suggested
and lists of available bulletins helpful in teaohing
elementary soienoe will be provided.

202ns. Introdu&tion to Teaching Science in the Elemen
tar~, Schoo!. ( ethodS-Course--five semester-n0urs:r--

During the first half of the semester, observation
and critical study'of lessons taught by a trained oritic
teacher, essentials of lesson planning, the development
of units of stu~y and general aoquaintanoe with mainten- .
anee of laboratory. ,During the seoond half, oontinuation
of the work of the first half, teaching of one olass,
and added responsibilities in the care of the laboratory.

205~ Problems in the Teaohin~ 2! S~ience i~ Elementary
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24 Science 450. Teaching of Science in the Elementary
Sohool. (Methods Course=-two and two-thirds semester
hours. )

Schools. Designed for students preparing to teach science
in elementary schools. A stuqy of the historical develop
ment of science in the elementary school, the contribu
tions to the general aims of education, the development
of teaching units and the use and care of laboratory
equipment.

23 451. The Teaching of Science in the Elementary School.
(Methoas-Course--one and a third semester hours)

The oojeotiveS,methods and materials of science
teaohing in the elementary grades. Much of the time is
spent in organizing and preparing to direot experiences
based on the work outlined in the Minnesota Course of
Study.

The purpose is to formulate a course in science for
the first six grades which shall be adapted to the con
ditions in Southern Minnesota. Recognition will be taken
of recent trends in this field. Subject matter for the
course will be gathered from all fields of science:.
biological, physical and astronomical. Attention will
be given to organization, materials and methods of
teaching.

36--Elementary Soience--Nature study-'. This is a study
of plant and animal life and it is lntended to acquaint
the prospective teacher with knowledge of those things
that are a part of the environment of every child--such
as trees, flowering plants, seed, spore bearers, in-
sects, and animals,--and to give general directions as to
material and methods to be used. This course is especially
pl.anned to meet the 'needs of elementary teachers.

107 a, b, c. Science for Elementary Teachin6.
(a). A course in-ruDusehold physics, including some

of the fundamental principles of mechanics, heat, sound,
light, eleotricity and magnetism, which provides a gen
eral knowledge preparatory to the teaching of science
units in the elementary school.

(b). Includes the fundamental principles of chemis-:
try, elements, compounds, reactions, n,on-metals with
stress on chemical applications to everyday life.

(0). Includes ~ study of plants, insects, astronomy,

26
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geology and other phases of nature.. Numerous field
trips are made in connectionw1th the above sUbjects.
A numQer of representative projects are required of
each student.

27 50. Elementary Science and Nature study. May be taken'
by fr eshDien • .

Science 1013 • Elementary Science I. This course at
tempts prim&rily to give a background for teaching the
biological phases of nature study and elementary science,
during the course the student is expected to develop a
growing ability to formulate scientific biological con
cepts which will aid in his environment of his school
a source of science material for his later teaching.

Methods of presentation include recognition studies,
laboratory observations, class discussion, reference work
and individual reports; lectures illustrated with
charts, models, mounted specimens, slides and pictures.

Students are encouraged to make collections and
carryon projects which will serve for later use in
teaching.

3Science 102. Elementary Science II. This oourse aims
to give some of the physical aspects of science which are
found in the every-day life of the individual.

The topics chosen for study are selected largely
for their importance as a background to other sUbjects
in the curriculum, and for their value in teaching the
state Course in Elementary Science.

These topics inolude a consideration of the physical
and chemical properties of soils; rocks and minerals; the
atmosphere; the universe with special reference to its
movements and its. relationship of the solar system to
important constellations.

A careful analysis is made of the economic problems
which confront the scientist in the fields of physical
science. A stUdy is made of modern inventions and sci
entific movements as the solution of these problems.

Science ~023. ',problems of Teaching Science. (Methods
Co~se.. ';three slaniesjter~ours)' The' cOUI"s'e includes a
at,udy of contempor~y scientific movements, their origins
,a.nd th~ir future possibilities; an evaluation of science
courses and monographs to determine to what extent they
meet the changing needs and interests of today's school
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ohildren. Ample opportunity is given to observe demon
strat'ions, to plan and to teach science lessons in the
different grade levels. SpeOial attention is given to
the use of illustrative materials.and the development
of experimental techniques for elementary schoolchildren.
A careful study of the state Course of Study will be maqe
With applications to aotual classroom situations.

29 101. Elementarz Scienoe. This course attempts primarily
to give a baokground for teaohing the biological phases
of nature study and elementary soience. During the
oourse the student is expected to develop a growing ability
to formulate· scientific biological concepts which will
aid in his understanding of other sUbjects and pr'epare
him for finding in the environment of his sohool a
source of science material for his later teaching.

Methods of presentation'tnolude recognition studies,
laboratory observations, class'discussion, reference work,
and individual reports; lectures illustrated with Charts,
models, mounted specimens, slides and pictures. Students
are encouraged to make collections and carryon projects
which will serve for later use in teaching.

102. Elementarz Science. This course aims to give some
of the physical aspects of science which are found in
the everyday life of the individual.

The topics chosen for study are selected largely
for their importance as a background to other sUbjects in
the curriculum, and for their value in teaching the state
course in elementary science. These topics include a
consideration of the physical and chemical properties of
soils; rocks and minerals; the atmosphere; the universe
with special reference to its movements and the relation
ship of the solar system to· important constellations.
A careful analysis is made of the eoonomic problems which
confront the scientist in the fields of physical science.
A study is made of modern inventions and scientific
movements as the solution of these problems.

202. Problems of Teaching Science. (Methods Course-
three semester neurs).

The course includes a study of contemporary scientific
movements, their origins and their future possibilities; .
an evaluation of science courses and monographs to deter
mine to what extent they meet the changing needs and
interests ot today's school children. Ample opportunity
is g.iven to observe demonstration lessons, to plan, and
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to-teach science lessons in the different grade levels.
Speclal attention is given tQ the use of illustrative
materials and the development of experimental techniques
for elementary school children. A careful study of the
state course of study will be made with applications to
actual classroom situations.

30 101. Geology and Astronomy. This course endeavors to
give to first year college students an adequate under
standing of the fundamentals of Geology and Astronomy.
The possibifities in these two fields of Science for the
elementary teacher, first as an observing educated person
and second as an instructor of children, will be taught
in a practical yet inspirational manner. Field trips
and laboratory exercises will form important parts of
.the course. '

Oontinuing the work of Education 271, this course
deals: with oontent arid methOd ot teaching an integrated,
non~specialized oourse in scienoe for grades seven, eight
and ~ine. The problems considered meet the needs of

201 and 202. Biology. This course in Biology will
occupy a full year and should give the prospective
teacher of elementary school ohildren a more comprehen
sive and more thorough understanding of living things
than was obtained in his high school biology course.
Seasonal arrangement of units of study will be made in
order to take advantage of natural environmental con
ditions. Field trips and laboratory exercises will form
essential parts of the course. A careful study of the
human being as a living and growing organism will be
made. This will inolude the fundamental fac·ts and
principles of biology that have a bearing on education,
such as the laws of heredity, variation and evolution.
This unit of the course will lay a foundation for a later
course in -eduoational psychology and also tie up closely
with courses in health and physical education.

Science 101-l02--Surve;y: of Science. The science course
is a treatment of theory-of matter, fundamentals of ele
mentary physioal science, and its bearing on behavior
of organisms. It treats of plant and animal societies,
humaneness, and conservation of natural resources, the
physical bases of life, the hereditary basis of life, the
neurological basis of behavior, the physiological basis
of behavior.

234. Teachin~ Scienoe in 7th, 8th and 9th Grades.
(Methods c.:..... w:ohours)- - - - -
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sc_ience teachers in the 8-B type of school and the first
year/of the senior high school.

Education 269E-270E--Teachin~of ,Science. For science
teachers and supervisors. ( ethodsCourse--eight hours)

The Winter Session of this course is designed for
all students preparing for service as teachers or super
visors of science in elementary and secondary schools
and in colleges for the education of teachers. The
emphasis is'on the educational values to be derived
from the educational science teaching. Definitions of
values are sought through the study of the manner in which
science has affected the development of our present
civilization. The course develops a program for science

, teaching in the grades of the elementary and secondary
schools. Correlating principles are presented and ap
plied to the development of a program of science teaching
which has continuity through the grades of the public
school system, including the junior college. Conte~t,

methods, and devices for teaching are considered 1n re
lation to objectives accepted as valid. The discussions
are supplemented by demonstrations of classroom teaching
in the affiliated schools of teachers College.

Education 270Ea--Teachin6 of Science. For soience
teachers and superVisors. -rMethods Course--three hours).

This course develops the same content as Ed. 269E
except that there is necessarily less attention to field
work. To meet degree or diploma requirements this course
may be substituted for Ed. 269E.

Education 2?OB--Student Teaching in Natural Sciences.

Opportunity is offered to a limited number of stu
d~nts without experience in teaching, to associate them
selves with experienced teachers of scienoe in the affil
iated schools of 'Teachers College and in neighboring
sch091s, inoluding the educational department of the
American Museum ot Natural History. This opportunity
is extended to students preparing for work in the elemen
tary schools, secondary schools, or colleges. The stu
dent will participate directly in the practical work of
classroom teaching. Prerequisites: At least fourteen
pQ1ntssatisfaatorilycompleted in,the major field toward,
the requirements for ahigher degree, including El 269E,
(or 270Ea), or lo9E, and the methods course in the teach
ing of the particular science in which the practioe work
1s to be done. The student must pass a comprehensive
test of the special field. '
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Education i69E-170E--Teaohing Soienoe ~ Elementary
Sohools. This oourse is designed for elementary sohool
teaohers and prinoipals as an introduotory oourse in
elementary soienoe. It essentially illustrates a new
funotional approaohto the oontent subjeotf;! in the ele
mentary sohool. The ohallenging oonoeptions and prin-,
oiple~ of soienoe will be examined in their relation
to olassroom units. The oourse presents a well-rounded
program of soienoe for the various grades of the ele
mentary sohool, beginning with the kindergarten and
inoluding the sixth grade. Among the topios studied
are the following: . the earth, the universe, oondi tions
neoessary to life, living things, physical foroes and
phenomena, man's oontrol of his environment. Oppor
tunity will be provided to work with the materials of
elementary science in the new profesSionalized labora
tory that has been provided for that purpose. Students
wishing to do with work in addition to the regular
leotures may register for four points. Laboratory hours
for eaoh student will be arranged at the first meet-
ing of the class. (Methods Course--eight hours).

Eduoat ion 2~9Q~-SUpervis~onof Soienoe in ill.. Elementarl
Grades. ThlS course is lntended for experienced teaohers
who plan to become supervisors or consultants in
soience in elementary schools. The course will oonsider
the problems of the soienoe specialist in the elemen
tary sohool, inoluding: (al the function of the speoial
ist in the various types of organizations of instruc
tion found in the public sohools; (b) the equipment
and apparatus, including a oonsideration of the plans
for soience workrooms; (cJ development of a syllabus;
Cd) methods of assisting the classroom teaohers. The
students are expeoted to observe the instruotion in
soience in a number of sohools during the semester •.

Eduoation 169B--S01enoe of the Pr1marx Grades. Th1s
oourse is intended for experienoedteaohers who are
interested in enriohing their instruotion in the pri
mary grades by means of s01enoe. Aotivities and units
of work of ·~he primary grades will be evaluated on
the basis of their possibilities in soienoe. The course
included a consideration of-: (a) the experienoes whioh
may be utilized in interesting ohildren in natural
phenomena; (b) simple observations, dem0nstrations,
experim.ents,and exoursions which are applioable to the
primary grades.

The students will have an opportuni.ty to inorease
. th~irprOfessional background in soienoe through the
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olass discussion and assigned readings.

Opportunity will be provided to work with the
materials of elementary science in the new profession
alized laboratory that has been provided for that
purpose. Students wishing to do this work in addition i

to the regular lectures may register for three points.
Laboratory hours for each student will be arranged at
the first meeting in the class.

Edueation 232S--Natural Science ~ nurser~ school and
Kindergarten-first grade.

Education 270--Biological Science. This course is
intended for teachers who wish to become familiar with
the principles of biology emphasized in the instruc-
tion of the elementary school and the secondary school,
and in courses in general and educational biology offered
in normal schools and teachers colleges. These prin
ciples are developed in an effort to show the relation
ship of biological concepts to modern life and thought.
The aim is to provide a cultural background of biological
science for teachers of science and teachers of other
subjects. Among the topics to be discussed are: the
history of the earth, the origin and evolution of
plant and animal life, growth and development, genetics,
eugenics and man as a biological organism. This
course supplements the course in the teaching of biolog
ical science in the secondary schools.

Biology 270V--E0010~*. The study of those organic
interrelationships ~ich most frequently are included
in the curricula of elementary science, general science,
and high school biology. Discussion of mimicry, con
cealing coloration, warning coloration, directive "
coloration, social life, commensalism, symbiosis, para
sitism, life zones, habitats, geographical distribution,
balanoe in nature, migration, geographical isolation,
food relationships, competition, natural enemies, and
some species of economic importance. Supplemented by
field work and demonstrat ions.

Science l69W--Geological Science. Students registering
tor this course should ke~p the remainder of the after
noon tree for field work. One full-day trip will be
taken at a time to be ~r~anged.

This course is "intended for teachers of elementary
science and nature study, general science, physiography,
and geography. It will consist of a study of type
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field regions in and around New York City from the
poii1:t of view of their geological history and develop
ment; and of the principles of earth-science, which
theT illustrate. Class discussions and illustrated
lectures will clarify the observations made in the field
and the history of the past which they reveal. The
literature dealing with the region will be assigned
and discussed. Emphasis will be placed on the sources
of geological information including geologic reports,
folios, bulletins and maps so that teachers from all
parts of the country may secure and use these materials
in connection with field work in the region of their
homes. The expense for travel in connection with the
course will be about $8.

34 Sc. 101-102. Biological Sciences. (Descriptions of
courses not given.)

35 61. Elementary Science. (Nature study) Required of
all primary students. A content course in science for
teaohers of the primary grades. Seleoted materials
from the field of science to suit the needs of the
primary teacher will be used. Biological materials
will be emphasized.

62. Elementary Science. Required of all primary stu
dents. This course 1S a continuation of oourse 61.

71. Elementary Soience. Required of all grammar grade
students. A oontent course in soienoe for teachers
of the g~ammar grades. Selected materials from the
field of soience to suit the needs of the grammar
grade teacher will be used. Physical science materials
will be emphasized.

72. Elementary Scienoe. Required of all grammar-grade
students. This course is a oontinuation of course 71.

36 Soience 20. Everyday Science. Not open to students
who have had Chemistry 10 or 30; Physics 10 or 30;
Biology 10 or 30.

37 Biology l2l--Elementary Science. The teaching of
soience in the lower grades. Subjeot matter and method
are given attention. Not open to students in four-year
curricula for high schqol teachers.

38 272. Elementary Science. The subject matter is selected
and presented with reference to its use in teaching
pupils in intermediate grades.

'. '
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39 DEP4RTMENT STATEMENT. students planning to major or
min6r in the department areadvlsed to select not less
than eighteen semester hours from the following courses
as approved by the adviser.

101. Introduction to Nature Education. Planned to
give the student a perspective of the fundamental prin
ciples and skills in nature education with their direct
relation to the activities of the grades. Specific
experience,is provided in the organization of units of
work for the classroom. Laboratory fee $1.00. Required
of all students first semester.

103. General ~Ksical Science. Aims to give scientific
background for e questions which children ask about
their physical environment. The topics include:
heavenly bodies) constellations, stars, planets, comets,
heat, the steam engine, gas, engine, transportation,
communioation, water wheel, water power, light and de
vices that help us to see, common machines, sound, air
planes and balloons. These topics are treated in re
lation to units in the elementary school. Required of
all, students fourth semester.

210. Electricity for Teachers. A simple introduction
to the study of electricity. Designed for teachers of
the elementary school. The following topics as they
are relate<ai to units in the elementary school are
included: electrical toys, magnets and magnetism, bat
teries, producing eleotric current, electric power,
electro~magnets, storage b~tteries, eleotrical measure
ments, generators and motors, transformers, electric
lighting, electric heating, electricity for transpor
tation. The topics are developed to meet the needs ,of
teachers and other persons interested in the common
electrical phenomena.

222. The Study.of Birds in ~ Elementarf Grades. De
signed as a center of interest and activi y for children
and to provide experience in the technique of organizing
and directing a teaching unit. Each student teacher
is given an opportunity to enlarge his field of interest
and skills in a 4-H Club, in an elementary grade, or
in a special problem which meets his needs and wishes.
Leisure time possibilities in bird study are indicated.
The child-centered program, pupil participation, units
Of work and free discipline are emphasized.

224. .Eoolo~al Plant Study. The stUdy of plants or
groups of p~t's in relation' to environment and the
dependence of man and animals uP9nthe plant world.
Eoolagy of ,plant structures and behavior; soils as a
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faotor ot the habitat; temperature; light adaptations
to water; relations between plants and animals. Topics
are considered in relation to units in the elementary
grade, or in a speoial problem which meets his needs
and wishes.

225. The §.i.~.~ of Animals in the Elementary Grades.
A series of ~ivities and experiences, presented with
reference to the child and local opportunities. Through
work with pets the student acquires the fundamentals
of teaching hygiene, humane education and civic res
ponsibility. Special attention given to character
training and scientific attitude. Each student teacher
is given an opportunity to enlarge his field of interest
and skills in a 4H Club, in an elementary grade, or in
a special problem which meets his needs and wishes.

234. Forestry for Teachers. A series of activities
and experiences relating to the study of trees in the
elementary school. Topics include identification of
trees in winter, factors which influence growth of
trees, conservation of forests, tree planting and
control of enemies of trees. Experience in using pic
tures, slides and specimens is provided.

238. Gardening in the Schoolroom. Row to arouse lei
sure time garden interests in children; the content
and method of procedure to make these activities worth
while; some of the materials necessary to stimulate
creative work. Opportunity to work with 4-H Garden
Clubs in settlement houses, library centers and public
schools. Lays emphasis upon the relation of educational
garden activities to the community.

240. Local Flora. Designed to pre.sent types of common
seed plants of Cleveland and Vicinity. Special atten
tion is given to the identification of plants in the
field. Subject matter provides a center of interest
and activity for the grades.

241. Non-Flowering Pla.nts. Important types of plants
from the ThallophYtes, the Bryophytes, the Pterido
phytes are studied in the field and classroom. De~

signed as a center of interest and activity for the
grades. The relation of the subject matter to the
organization of teaching units is emphasized.

260. The Study; of -rnseot.s ..!!!. t~e Elementary; Grades.
Designea-to serve as a core suDject of elementary teach~
lng. The neoessary skills, number work, reading, con
.versation periods and work periqds are carried out in
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,the class. Laboratory work consists of carrying out a
proSect in the cless. Field trips as needed.

370.' Biology for Teachers. The ,fundamental principles
and skills in science education with their direct re
lation to the activities of the grades. Specific ex- i

periences in the organization of units of work. Life
processes are studied in a series of plants and animals.
Applicat'ion of biological science to human welfare is
emphasized. For teachers of elementary science, and for
those desiring a foundation for further work in biology.
Lectures, conferences, and fie1d trip.

40 Science III. Elementary Science, formerly called Na
ture StuQY7 seeks to explain the need and technique
of sense training on the grade level. Suitable teach
ing materials from the natural environment are stressed.

41 S. 640--Astronomy. This is a descriptive course in
astronomy, fundamentally laying the ground-work for
better teaching of elementary science, general science,
physics, geography and physiography, and for a keener
appreciation of the insignificance of our earth in a
wee 'solar system of a mighty universe. It belittles
the effeots or the stars and fairy tales, replacing
them with facts.

42 140. Natural Science. The phases of general science
dealing with biological problems best suited to the
needs of the teachers of grades I to VIII.

170-A, B. Physical Science for Elementary Teachers.
These courses are designed for those who plan to teach
in the grades. They are also-designed in conjunction
with Natural Science 140 or 262-A, or 262-B to meet'
the science requirements for those four-year students
who desire an informational and cultural background in
science desirable for other fields of teaching.

43 105-3. Introduction to Science. This course is designed
to fill tbeneed for acourse in science preparatory
to teaching the unit on science outlined in the State
Course of Study, and to give the student an elementary
understanding of the general facts regarding the various
scienoes. Special attention is paid of the subject
matter requ~red by the Co~rse of Study and methods of
presenting scientifio principles to the child. This
oourse is required for the first Grade Certificate.

44 (23:\.;,232). Natural Science for Elementary Teachers.
A content course designed for students preparing to
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teach in the elementary grades, covering the funda
mental principles of the major sciences. The student
is led to realize the influence of science and scientific
methods on our everyday life as revealed by the develop
ment of power resources, power reducing engines, and
power consuming machinery. The courses are divided into
series of units in each one of which the subject is
studied in its relation to each of the sciences. stu
dents will be required to collect and make materials
for teachi~g science in the grades. No prerequisite.

45 396. Science in the Elementary Curriculum. This course
is planned for those students who are majoring in
elementary education and are minoring in science.
Emphasis will be given to the organization of science
units in the elementary curriculum and the use of
local materials in the problems. Prerequisite: twelve
hours in science.

46 Elementary Science 310-320. (Chemical and Physical.)
310. A course dealing with chemical and physical

properties of common things. Stress is placed on the
chemical and physical processes with which the teachers
must" be familiar for the effective teaching of science
in the grades. In planning and developing units and
various activities, there is an integration of the
different phases of elementary science. The course
does not take the place of a laboratory science as re
quired for a degree, but it is required of majors in
elementary education. Three lectures a week, with
part of the time used in lecture demonstrations and
in organizing materials for work in the grades. Pre
requisite: six semester hours of Elementary Science or
its equivalent.

320. A continuation of Elementary Science 310.
More stress is plaoe"d upon physical processes. Elec
tricity and electrical appliances in the home, the
school and neighborhood. Required of all majors in
elementary education, but not counted as a laboratory
science to meet the degree requirements. Prerequisite:
Elementary Science 310.

47 Science 210, 211. Elementary Science. Seleotion and
org~nization in typing1 life activities of those elements
of soientific knowledge, astronomy, chemistry, geology,
and physics that supply a background in these fields
for teachers in the elementary grades 1n their use of
the new Virginia Course of 8tudy.

80ienoe332. History of Science. History and develop-



~ent of scienoe designed for teaohers in the elementary
sohools.

Soienoe 333. Teaohing Soience •. The development of a
oourse of instruction for use of teachers in adaptation
of the aims and materials of the state Course of Study,.
Planning of units and procedure for different grade
levels.

48 P. S. 151-152-153. Elementary Soience. Introductory
soienoe, designed to suit the needs of teachers in the
grammar grades, is presented here in a series of se
lected soience topios. Each quarter's work constitutes
a complete unit.

49 Biology 15. Elementary Soience (for Elementary Teachers)

Biology 16. Continuation £t Biolo6Y 15 (for Elementary
Teachers)

50 Biology 201. Soience for the Elementary Grades. This
course deals with the Objectives, information and
methods of science for the first six grades. Required
in all normal curricula. Repeated second semester.

84

52

51 51, 52, 53. Science for ~ Elementary School. These
oourses are designed to give students a knowledge of
the biological and physical science materials which
are adapted to the interests and experiences of ohil
dren in the primary and intermediate grades. The work
extends through the three quarters of the regular school
year in order to take advantage of the seasonal varia
tions in the environment. The work is conducted largely
in the field and the laboratory.

54. Science for the Elementary School. This course
adapts itself to tne program underlying courses 51,
52, and 53, whioh are given during the three quarters
of the regular school year, thus taking advantage of
the seasonal aspects of the environment. Since this
course is offered only in the summer quarter, the work
naturally grows out of the materials which the environ
ment presents at that season. The summer and spring
materials are somewh~t similar,.and this co~rse may be
substituted for Science 53.

1. Elementart: Astrono~. A course in descriptive as
tronobiY ;fllus~~'"te;d wi'tll lantern· slides and the use of
the six and one-fourth inoh telescope. It aims to make
the student familiar with objects in the solar system
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Teachers' Course in Science~-Elementary.
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and in the· stellar universe. It is intended primarily
for,~hose preparing to teach in the grades.

53 153. Elementary Science (Biological). This course is
required of those who expect to teach in the lower
grades. The course includes an acquaintance with the
world about us as exemplified in trees, bircs, animals;
seeds and seedlings, insects, gardens and gardening,
and animals of pond and stream. A further aim of the
course is to develop a conception of the relation of
man to his ,biological environment, and to assist teachers
in the use of the subject matter in the lower grades.

154. Elementary Science (Biological). This course is
required of those who 'expect to teach in the upper
grades~or rural schools. The purposes are to present
the aims of elementary science instruction, to enrich
our lives and make life more. meaningful, to give famili
arity with the biological and physical materials of the
immediate environment as set forth in Elementary Science
l53,and to select and organize the subject matter for
upper grade work.

54 Primarl Science.~. This is an introduction to mater
ials suitable for use in the various grades in the pub
lic schools. Special consideration is given to plants
and animals, soils, weather, natural forces and phenomena,
and man's relation to same. The above course is es
pecially arranged for those students who do not have an
opportunity to study the physical sciences.

55 Biology 6.
I, II, b.

This course is designed to meet the needs of those
who are preparing to teach in the primary, intermediate,
and grammar grades •. The course is divided into two
units of work. I. Nature Science for the Elementary
School. A study· is made of: (a). The Content and
Place of Science; (b). The aims of Science Teaching;
(c). Materials and Correlation; (d). Motivation; (e).
Methods of Science Teaching. 2. Physiology-Hygiene.
This unit includes a study of: (a). The construction
of the Body; (b). How the Body is Moved; (c). How
the Body may be Cared for.

Required in Primary and Intermediate Grammar Grade
and state Graded School courses.

Teaohers colleges are not entirely agreed as to the use
" I

ot the term ~elementary soience". To some, elementary science
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and nature study ~overthe same work. Mr. Otis W. Caldwell

says, "This duplicate terminology is rapidly deoreasing."

The 'courses in elementary soienoe cover the field of

science more adequately than the nature study courses. Ele

mentary science courses stress the teaching of scientific

principles; the,scientific attitudes and scientific method

more than do nature study courses.

An analysis of elementary science oourses from the

oatalogues reveal a number of important facts relative to

the field of elementary science. The following presents

the frequencies with which various items are given in cata-

logue statements of courses. These topics under which

these oourses were analyzed are listed in the order of their

frequency, irrespective of any major classifications.

Botany, zoology, genealogy, inventions,
origin of life, social life, life zones, balance
in nature, migration, comets, matter, work, ants,
silk moth, erosion, oxidation, natural and artifi
cial selection, structure of plants and animals,
germination, seed dispersal, radiation, steam en
gine, gas engine, transportation, water wheel, aero~

planes, balloons, batteries, motors, pets, pond,
stream and seeds ••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• I each.
4 ...H Club s ..•••.•..• '••....•...... '" . . • . . . •. 2
Looal flora •••••.••• "."" •••••••••••••• "... 2
Shrubs ..• ........ '" ••••.••... lit • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 2
Constellation 2
Behavior ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Water ••••••••••••••••• ..................... 2
Air •••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• '••••••••••• 2
Sound •••••••••••••• '" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •• 2
Light. . • • • • • ... • • . . . • . • . . .. . • . . . • .. . . • • • • ... 2
Use of pictures •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Use of Charts - '. 2
Atmosphere", ••• '" 2
Universe , , • • • •• 2
Variat1.on 2
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1

2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9

10
11
11
11
11
12
15
17
17
22

..

• ••

....

• • • • • •

.......

..... .

. .

course •••
cour se ••

• ••

..........

..........

......

..... ........

....

................

................

.................
• • • • • • • •

...

...................... ..

science •••••

......................................

of

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

t~an .

Evolution" ..•...•..............•.....•.•.•.
Heavenly bodies .
Natural Science ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••
Car.e of live material ••••••••••.•••••••••••
Use of Visual Aids ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Flowers •••••••••••
Nature Study ••

Special Projects ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Energy•.•••...•........
Use of slides •••.•••
Heredi ty .
Individual reports ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Objectives of elementary science .•••••••••
Organization of course ..
Weather ..•.••.•••.....••......•...........
Physiography ••••••••••••••
Magneti sm••••••••••••••••• •'•••••••••••••••
Solar system....••.•••.•.•••.••..•••••••••
Ga.rden .
Geology- ..•.•..••..•.•.••••••••••••.•.•••••
So i ls .
Geography •••••••
Minerals .
Physiological adaptations •••••••••••••••••
Inseots .
The earth .
Experiments .
Course for first six grades •••••••••••••••
Electric i ty.
Observation•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Birds ...••.•.••...•...•....••.•.••..••.•.•
Tree s .
Astronomy .
Physics .
Chemistry ..•••••.••.•.••••••••••••••••••.•
Collections ••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••
Env ironment .
Principles of biological science ••••••••••
Principles of physical science ••••••••••••
.Ar1imals •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Subject matter

Demonstration teaching •.••••••••
Plan.ts .
Laboratory work•••••••••••••••
Materials in connection with any
Field work in connection with any
Methods in elementary science •••••••••••••

Special Emphasis on the following:
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Collecting •••.•••• ~ •••.••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• 1
Preserving................................... 1
Using materials.............................. 1
Health. . • • • . . . . . • • • • . • • • . • . .. . • . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . 1
Flowers ..•...•.•..............•• ~ • • • • . • • . . • • • 1
Bacteria. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . 1
Health education••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Cultures. . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . 1
Physical aspects of science •••••••••••••••••• 1
Illustrative materia~s•••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• 1
Field study••.•••.•.••••••••.•••••.•..••••••• 2
Methods'. • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3
Teaching of elementary science ••••••••••••••. 3

The tabulation reveals considerable variation in the

topics listed under elementary science courses.

The fol~owing f8cts are evident:

1. There is a greater number of topics treated in ele-

mentary science than in nature study courses.

2. The content of the topics treated in elementary

science is more varied than in the nature study courses.

3. There is more stress placed on special methods

in elementary science than in nature study courses.

4. The elementary science and nature study courses

both stress field work.

5., There were no courses developed around a single
I
: science offered in elementary science.
i

:1 6. The elementary science courses are more ade-
riu quate for the training of teach~rs of elementary science

than are the nature stUdy courses.

,
i..:



Division of Science Number of Percentage Mean
Semester Level
Hours

Science 116.8 33.2 2

Biology ·66.5 19.0 2

Natural Science 59.0 17.0 1

Physics 19.0 5.3 2

Physical Science 12.0 3.4 1

General Science 8.0 2.3 3

Elementary Science 6.0 1.7 2

Non-Specialized 5.3 1.8 1

Physiology 3.0 0.9 2

Professional courses in
sciences 2.6 0.8 4-

Astronomy 2.0 0.6 1

Education* 49.0 14.0 4

TABLE VI

NUMBER OF SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGES OF ELE
MENTARY SCIENCE COURSES OFFERED BY TEACHERS

COLLEGES IN EACH DIVISION OF
SOIENCE

Total

*Department of Education

349.2 100.

89

25
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Table VI was'developed from Table V. The total semester

hours of elementary science in each division of science and

the mean level for each division were tabulated. The per-
.1

centages for each division of science of the total semester

hours offered in elementary science were calculated.

A total of'349.2 semester hours was offered in the

field of elementary science. Two teachers colleges offered

courses in the department of education. There were sixty

five semester hours of special methods courses.

Elementary science courses were listed under eleven

divisions of science. The percentages for each division of

science were as follows: science, 33.2; biology, 19;

natural science, 17; physics, 5.3; physical science, 3.4;

general science, 2.3; elementary science, 1.7; non-

specialized, 1.8; physiology, .9 of 1 per cent; professional

courses in science, .8 of 1 per cent; astronomy, .6 of 1

per cent; and 14 per cent of the courses offered was in the

department of education •

. There were fifty-five colleges offering courses in

elementary science. These courses were offered in the·fresh-

man year by sixteen colleges in the sophomore year by thir

teen colleges, twelve colleges offered courses in both the

junior and sophomore years, fourteen colleges offered courses

in the junior and senior. year. Courses in the department of

eduoation were.:C>ffered on a higher level than courses offered

under the different division of science in the science de-
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TABLE VII

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGES OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE AND PHYSleAL
SC IENCE OFFERED BY TEACHERS COLLEGES IN ELEMENTARY

SCIENCE COURSES

Division at Semester Per- Semester Per- Semester Per- Semester Per:'
Science Hours in cent- Hours of cent- Hours of cent- Hours of cent-

Biologioal age Physical age Department age Miscel- age
Science Science ot Edu- aneous

cation Courses

Science 64.5 18.4 52.3 14.8

Biology 66.5 19.0

Natural Science 41.3 11.7 17.7 5.2

Physics 19.0 5.4

Physical Science 12.0 3.4

General Science 8.0 2.3

Elementary Science 6.0 1.7

Non-Specialized 5.3 1.8

Physiology 3.0 0.9 2.6 0.8
(()....

..'..--- --- '.'';'. '·-'f"··



Professional
Courses in science

TABLE VII

to
N

2.6

0.82.6

7.9

-~ -. - ~ ...,~ ••,·.a<;'Y0'1'i !In tn J

14

14

49

49

0.6

33.4

2.0

117.50175.3

Astronomy

Education

Total



partment. Teaohers College (Columbia) offered graduate

oourses in elementary science.

The majority of the courses were offered in the fresh

man and sophomore years. The data indioate that teachers

colleges offer more advanoed oourses in elementary science

than in nature study. The training for elementary science

is more adequate and more well-rounded than the training

for nature study teachers.

Table VII was developed from Tables V and VI. The

twelve divisions of science were classified under four

general divisions, namely, biological, physical, department

of education and miscellaneous.

Semester hours and percentages for the divisions of

biology, physics, physicsl soience, physiology, astronomy,

and professional courses in science and education were ob-

tained directly from Table VI. By inspection of catalogue

descriptions of courses in the ~vision of science, natural

science, general science and elementary science, the number

of semester hours in each general division was determined.

Each course was weighted according to the catalogue descrip

tion, the number of semester hours tabulated, and the per

centages for each general division, of the total semester

hours in elementary science were calculated.
.

The percentage for each general division was as follows:

biological science, 50; physical science, 33.4; department

of education, 14; and miscellaneous, 2.6.



TABLE VIII

DATA FOR GENERAL SCIENCE COURSES -OFFERED BY TEACHERS COLLEGES

Number College Location of Semester Hours Level on Divisions in
College in General Which Which Offering

Science Work is is Made
Offered

ARIZONA

1 State Teachers College Tempe 3 1 General Science

CALIFORNIA

2 Santa Barbara State Santa Barbara 3 3-4 Physical
College Scienoe

5 San Jose State College San Jose 3 3-4 General Science

CONNECTICUT

4 Teachers College of New Britain 6 4 Science
Conneotiout
(1935-34)

IDAHO

5 Lewiston State Normal Lewiston :3 3-4 Physical Soience
School (!)

.p.
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TABLE VIII (Continued)

!!y! HAMPSHIRE

21 New Hampshire Normal Keene 9 3 Soienoe
Sohool

22 State Normal College Plymouth 9 3 Science

~ !QE!&
23 State Normal School Geneseo '3 Not stated Science

24 New York State College Albany 12 1 General
Soienoe

25 College of the City of New York 4 Not stated Education
New York

26 Teachers College New York City 11 4-5 Eduoation
(Columbia)

NORTH CAROLINA

27 East Carolina Teaohers Greenville '3 4 Physical
College Soience

NORTH DAKOTA

28 State Teaohers College Valley City 5 1/3 2 Physical
soienoe

(()

"3
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TABLE VIII (Continued)

VIRGINIA

53 State Teachers College East Radford 1 1 Science(1934)

54 State Peachers College Fredericksburg 8 1 General Science

WASHINGTON

55 Washington State Normal Bellingham 3 1/2 3 ScienceSchool

56 State Normal School Cheney 2 3-4 Physical Science
57 Washington State Normal Ellensburg 3 1/3 1 ScienceSchool

WISCONSIN

58 State 1eachers College Superior 6 1-3 General Science
59 Central State Teachers Stevens Point 2 3-4 General ScienceCollege

60 State Teachers College Plattesville 3 3 Education*

....
a....
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The above data indicate that teachers colleges stress
,

the biological sciences in elementary science courses. How-

ever, more harmony is evident between the biological and

physical sciences than was found in the nature study courses.

The data for Table VIII was collected from the various

teachers college catalogues. The colleges were arranged al

phabetically according to the state in which they were

located. The number of semester hours of general science,

the level, and division in which offering was made were

tabulated.

It was necessary to number the colleges so as to iden-

tify the courses offered by each college. The number of

the college corresponds to the number given to the courses

offered by that college.

The general science courses offered by teachers colleges

were as follows:

*1 General Science 100. Introduction!2~ Physical ~
enoes. A non-mathematical, informative course giving
a knowledge of the fundamental facts within the pro
vince of the physical sciences, the scientific method of
approach, the grouping and explanation of facts, and
the applications of the physical sciences to daily life.
The course consists chiefly of leotures with experi
mental demonstrations. Physics and chemistry are em
phasized. This course is open to all students.

2 Science 115. Science for Junior High School (3).
Covers the different phases of junior high school general
science; includes study of subject matter, sources of
subjeot matter, use of field and laboratory work,

*Numbers on the left correspond to the numbers given the
oolleges in Table VIII.



equipment·an,d texts.

3 DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. Offer 'teaching major in:
(a) General elementary science (nature study).
(b) ~unior high school science (general science).

120 •. Teaching 2! General Science. (Methods Course--'
three semester hours.)

This is a oourse for teachers of general science
in the junior high school. It includes an evaluation
of the objectives of general science, the selection and
organization of its content, and the use of field and
laboratory work, of science clubs, of equipment, of text
books and magazines, of tests and of science notebooks.

5 Science 5--General Soienoe. (Methods Course--three se
mester hours)

This is a cour~e in General Scienoe of oollege
level, intended to stimulate an interest in the teaohing
of general science. It is an intensive review of the
subje9ts of physics, ohemistry, and geology and requires
previous preparation in these subjeots. Speoial emphasis
is placed upon the teaching of general soience in the
upper grades and Junior High School. Leotures, recitation
and demonstrations. .

6 300. General Science. Required on four-year curricula
fpr elementary-school teachers.

This course is intended to supply a background in
the physioal soiences that are needed by the teacher of

4-
, ,.~.

4
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Course of study, textbooks, projects, objectives
and labor~tories and equipment involved in the presen
tation of general science in the public schools.

Science for ~unior H¥gh School Teachers. In this course
the subject matter 0 general science in the form
of units will be presented by means of demonstrations
accompanied by lectures, discussions, assigned readings,
reports, moving and stereopticon pictures, field work
and some laboratory work in the form of special student
activities. Enough attention will be devoted to the
relation of this material to junior high school pro
cedure to motivate and professionalize the course.

Teaching of Soience in~ Junior High Sohool. (Methods
Course--two semester hours).
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the elementary grades as a foundation for biological
sciences. In getting acquainted with the universe,
concepts regarding interstellar spaces and the earth
in its relation to the other heayenly bodies are developed.
In a study of the earth, the forces and factors combine
in its atmosphere, hydrosphere and its lithosphere are,
given careful consideration.

7 Everyday Physical Science, General Science B-50. No
credit for- a student who has credit for Physics 40.
Credit only on the one-year curriculum for teachers in
rural schools, on the two-year curriculum for teachers
in rural schools, on the two-year curricula, and for a
student whose major is nursery school-kindergarten
education, kindergarten-primary education, or elementary
education. Phenomena of inanimate nature in the stu
dent's environment. The more common appliances in the
home and elsewhere.

8 DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. Major in General Science.

General Science 1.
General Physics 1.
General Chemistry 1.
Elements of Geology, 50.
Common Rocks and Minerals 1.

Students should elect Biology 1 and 2 and select elec
tives to make thirty hours in Physical Scienc.e

Minor in General Science.

General Science 1
Chemistry 1
Physics 1
Geology 50.

15. General Sc~enc~. Two hours credit. The elementary
principles of the physical sciences and their application
to our environment. Both semesters and summer.

9 DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. The two courses in survey of
science are designed for elementary teachers and super
visors. They are primarily content courses dealing with
the general fields of the biological and physical scien
ces. The subject matter of these courses include also
aims inte~ching elementary science, methods of presen
tation, and ways of collecting, using and preserving
materials for the teaching of science.

Sc~ence 11.0. Survel of Science. Not open to students
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who have had one or more courses in the physical sciences.

Purpose: The purpose of this course is to present
the field of the physical scienges, their nature and
interpretation.

Topics: This course deals with the important topics
in physics, chemistry, geology and related sUbjects.

Science 111. Survey of Science. Not open to students
who have had one or more courses in the biological
sciences.

Purpose: This course is a continuation of Science
110 and presents in broad outline the field of the bi
ological sciences.

Topics: This course deals with the important
topics in biology, botany, zoology and related subjects.

10 General Science. (Catalogue description of course is
not given)

11 DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. General Science, Major--Students
desiring to teach general science in the junior high
school are required to take a total of forty-four credit
hours as follows: (1) biology, chemistry or physics,
eighteen credits; (2) in one of the two subjeots not
chosen under (1), twelve credits; (3) in the remaining
sUbject, six credits; (4) one course in general science,
three credits; (5) one course in materials and methods
in general scienoe, three credits; and (6) one course in
statistics, three credits.

General Soience, Minor.--Students desiring to elect
science as a minor rather than a major teaching field
will take not less than twenty-four credits inclUding
a minimum of one year in each of the main lines and a
course in general science and one in materials and
methods.

fbJor Conoepts of Science in Modern Civilization.
riefly referred to as a course in science concepts)

--S.M. 101-3. This course covers the principal ideas
in the realm of biology, geology and astronomy required
for an intelligent understanding of our culture and for
contributing facts to health, psychology, geography and
other sUbjects.· .

Major Concepts of Science in Modern Civilization.--S.M.
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102-3. This course deals with the principal ideas of
physics and chemistry underlying the thought and achieve
ment of modern industry, home life and modern thinking.
Must be preceded or accompanied.by S.M. 101.

General Science.--S.M. 403-3. This course is more ad~

vanced and specialized than other courses dealing with
all major fields of science. The specific facts and
the everyday and industrial activities involving science
irrespective of field are dealt with in detail. The
facts are ,integrated by the principles of logical re
lationship, both scientific and practical. This course
is advised. for majors in science who want to get more
concrete experience with scientific facts from all
major fields. If these fields have been studied as
special science it is highly desirable to study science
as a whole, especially if the unity and interrelation
of natural science is to be, presented by the teacher of
junior high school science.

Materials and Methods in Junior~ School Science.
lknown briefly as teaching of general science). Methods
Course--three semester hours. S.M. 493-3. This course
deals with specific cases in formulating objectives,
selection, organization, teaching and testing of results
of instruction in the natural science. Observation,
participation in responsible teaching, construction,
skills and field work are integral parts of the course.
Required of junior high school science majors. Must
be ,accompanied or followed by actual classroom teaching
under supervision.

12 Science 201.--General Science. Four hours of lecture
and lecture-demonstration a week. This course includes
the adaptation of living things for survival; the effect
of the physical environment on organisms and man's
abili ty to provide ,for his own survival and progress
by the wise modification of his environment.

Science 202. General Science. Four hours of lecture and
lecture-demonstrations a week. This course includes
position of the earth in the universe and its relation
to other bodies with the resulting importance to life
on earth; the present development of the earth as the
result of natural causes; chemical and physical change
as manifestations of energy. Prerequisite--Science 201.,

Science 332--The Teaching of General Science. (Methods
course--four hours). Four~ours lecture a week. This
course is designed to unify the subject matter which the
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student has ,mastered in the study of specific required
sctences and to assist him to generalize on the basis
of this unification. Prerequisites--Sc1ence 101, 212,
222, 342.

13 Science 201. (j). General Physical Science. This ,
course deals with the important principles of physical
science. The more elementary phases of the sciences
which are commonly treated as chemistry and physics
are brought together in a unified consideration of energy
as expressed in radiation, electricity and atomic struc
ture. The chemical processes involved in the trans
formation of matter, the chemical elements and some
elementary chemical principles will be considered. Much
attention will also be given to the ways in which air,
water, fire, electricity, magnetism and other natural
agencies are utilized by man.

Science 301 (J"). General Science. This is primarily
a subject matter cour'se. Not only subject matter needed
in teaching science in the elementary and junior high
schools, but science matter which should be common
knowledge of the average citizen living in a complex
scientific age will be treated. The course covers a
broader field and more advanced science than the earlier
introductory courses of the freshman and sophomore
years. The boundary lines of special sciences are dis
regarded. There will be field work, excursions, labora
tory or demonstration work and special papers of projects.
Two class periods with two outside periods weekly may be
used as laboratory periods at the discretion of the in-
structor. '

Science 401. (J"). Professionalized Science. (Methods
course--four and a half semester hours). A course in
methods and material especially suited for junior high
schools or grammar grades. In general plan it is like
Science 202 (E) except that materials and all work is
studied from the point of view of the junior high school.

Science 101 (C). General Science. The study of science
in everyday life and of science 'in relation to the arts
and industries. Students report on investigations or
projects in addition to the formal class work. Many
scientific principles involved in common processes are
~llustrated by demonstration.

Science. 401. (6). General Science. A course to prepare
special class teachers-T!T to 'handle apparatus and demon
strate before the class; (2) to suggest and guide pupils



17 Science 250. General Science for Rural Schools. The
purpose of this course is to prepare rural teachers to
teach General Science in the seventh and eighth grades,
tollowing the Syllabus recently prepared by the state
Department otEducation. Special attention will be given
to those experiments which can be performed with simple,
home-made apparatus. Summer Mr. Trafton.

I~
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in using practical science in everyday activities of the
home and immediate environment, and in the construction
of scientific toys and useful devices. The work will
center around such topics as air pressure, ventilation,
compressed air, fire, home heat{ng, electric current,
electric wiring, electric devices, good lighting and
common machines.

General Science. This course deals with the physical
nature of the universe. It makes a desirable sequence
with Fundamentals of Biology 201 as an introduction to
science, and is recommended to students who wish a sur
vey course in the physical sciences and to prospective
teachers of general science. Text book, lectures and
demonstrations.

215. Science for uPTer Grade Teachers. The Minnesota
Syllabi of SUbj ects 19321 place increased emphasis
upon science for the upper as well as for the lower
grades. This calls for added attention to both content
and procedure in such science subjects. This course
aims to acquaint the student with methods used by the
scientist, and to help him appreciate the results which
science has made available. Special consideration is
given to the selection of topics and their presentation
in the various teaching situations. Tests: Brownell,
Physical Science; Caldwell and Curtis, Introduction to
Science. (Methods course--two and a third semester
hours)

453. The Teaching of Science in Junior and Senior High
School:--(Methods Course--one and a half hours).

The objectives, methods and materials of science
teaching at the junior and senior high school levels.
Vlhile the topics usually considered in methods courses
in science are inclUded, the major emphasis is on di
recting the work outlined in the Minnesota Syllabus for
general science, biology, physics and chemistry. Suit
able experiences for accomplishing the aims of science
teaching will be selected, analyzed, and in certain
cases carried out in each of these fields.
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18 Sa. General Science. Man and his relation to his physical
env~ronment. Not credited on a Science major or minor.

Sb.· General Science. Man and ~is relation to his
biological environment.

19 6. General Science. Not credited as science except
in the curricula for primary and intermediate teachers.

7. General Science. Not credited toward a science major
or a scien~e minor.

8. General Science.,

20 DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. For teaching Science it is sug
gested that the student complete a minor in the Biological
Sciences and in Mathematics. Geography 101 and Astronomy
306 furnish a desirable background for teaching General
Science.

Principles of Geography--An introductory study of the
mutual relat10ns between man and the elements of the
natural environment. The course aims to develop a
clear conception of environmental elements such as
climate, land forms, soils, mineral deposits and native
vegetation and to show the adjustments of people to
them, selected regions being taken as the units of study.

306. Astronomy. An elementary descriptive course,
valuable to prospective teachers of mathematics, geo
logy, geography and general science.

21 331. General Science. The subject matter recommended
for seventh and eighth grades of rural schools, its
values for rural children, and the learning and teach
ing problems involved in realizing these values under
conditions imposed by rural school organization are
centers of attention in this course.

310-410. General Science. The professional treatment
of the work outlines in general science for grades VII
and VIII in the state Program forms the core of the work.
Students engage in demonstrations, experiments and field
trips.

22 331. General Scienoe. The sUbject matter recommended
for seventh and eighth grades of rural schools, its
values for rural children, and the learning and teaching
problems involved in realizing these values under con
ditions imposed by rural school organization are centers



of attention in this course.
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24 DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. General Science Major-Minor Re
quirement: Biology, 3 (or equivalent); Chemistry 1 or
2~, 2; Physics 1, 2; Earth Science 2, 3, 4, (or General
Science 1, if approved); Gener8~ Science 2.

1. Co~lege General Science. Recitations, demonstrations,
discussions, reports, and laboratory work based, as far
as possible, on problems arising in the common environ
ment of the class. Limited to freshmen and sophomores.

This course is intended for teachers and super
visors of general science in the junior and senior high
schools. The subject matter of the general science
course will be presented in the form of demonstrations
accompanied by lectures, discussions and assigned read
ings. The course will also include a study of the ob
JeQtives of general scienoe, the seleotion of its sub-

Education 269G-270G--TeaChir of General Science. (Methods
course--four semester hours For grades seven, eight
and nine.

,
310-410. General Science. The professional treatment
of the work outlines in general science for grades VII
and VIII in the State Program forms the core of the work.
Students engage in demonstrations, experiments and fi~ld
trips.

23 General Science. (Methods course--three hours) This is
essentially a methods course for teachers of seventh and
eighth grade General Science as recently instituted in
the schools of the State. Methods of presenting those
points in a way that will appeal to the life experiences
of the pupils is the burden of this course. Those taking
this course should have at least three of the high
school sciences.

2. General Science. This course complements General
Science 1 and is planned to meet the needs of majors in
general science. Methods of teaching general science
will be considered during the first third of the
course. Students who are not majors or minors in a
science and who desire additional factual material may
begin this course December 1 and receive one hour of
credit for work completed during the first semester.

25 335. Review Course in Teaching General Science. (Methods
course--four hoursr.--

26
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Ject matter" the use of field and laboratory work,
science clubs, equipment, textbooks, test and science
notebooks. Different units of professionalized subject
matter will be treated each sem~ster.

Students desiring opportunity to work in the labo.ra
tory with the apparatus and materials used in general
science, in addition to attending the lectures and dis-
cussions, should register for four points. .

Biology. 169V--Economic Biology. The study of the
principles of economic biology which have the most gen
eral applications and which are most suitable for in
clusion in secondary school biology, general science,
elementary science, and science courses for normal
schools and teachers colleges.

The economic importance of insects, reptiles, birds
and mammals, as well as the study of environmental re
lationships,will be emphasized.

430. The Teaching of General Science in SeCOndjry
SchoolS:- (Methods course--three semester-hours This
course deals with content, methods, laboratory work,
equipment, text books, tests and reference readings of
the introductory course in high school science. Atten
tion will be given to the special studies made in the
field of general science.

General Science--Methods 51 (Methods course--one and
One-third hours). Investigation of material and methods
of presentation.

General Science 51. General Science prinoiples and sub
ject matter.

29 General Soience. 411. Intended to meet the needs of
those who expeot to teaoh the subject.

412. General Scienoe. A continuation of course 411.

414. Methods in General Science. (Methods course-
two semester hours).

50 Physical Science 541--General Soience. A subject matter
course to meet the needs of elementary teachers. The
more important topics of chemistry, physics, astronomy
and geology are considered. The laboratory work gives
to the student a fund of simple experiment and projects
for c~ass room work in the elementary sohool.
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Physical Science 342.--General Science. A continuation
of Physical Science 341.

31 17. General Science. This course consists of lecture
and labor.tory work covering tho~e phases of ohemistry
and allied sciences of special interest to the pros
peotive teacher of general science.

32 103. Teachers Course.--(Methods course--four semester
hours). An effort to fit those who are majoring in the
biologioal,sciences for teaching Biology in the public
schools; Psychology underlying the study of Biology,
and the relationship of Biology to Education; Methods
of presentation of general soience courses in the public
schools.

33 S. 200--Science II. This is an orientation course intro
ducing the student to the fundamental principles of the
physical scienoes--physics, chemistry, astronomy, etc.
It compares the slow development of scienoe through
the early centuries with its rapid progress during this
century. It emphasizes the debt that medicine, sur
gery, health, biology, psychology, fine arts, literature,
religion, industry, transportation, oommunication, etc.,
owe to the recent advances of the physical sciences.
It is the background of science needed in every field of
teaching and living.

S. 440-441.--Chemistry I and II. These courses cover
general college chemistrY:--Upon a good knowledge of
atomic structure is built a satisfactory understanding
of valenoe. This makes the writing of formulas and
equations easy and the cause of chemical actions under
stood. Upon this firm foundation is built the study of
the various industries of man--farming, cooking, clean
ing, health, building of roads and homes, and the various
chemical prooesses through which nearly all the things
you touch every day have gone. This play is used that
you may and should carry it right into your teaching
of high school chemistry. The work is designed primarily
for fitting teachers in the fields of ohemistry and
general science. Over a third of the time is spent in
laboratory work. High school ohemistry is a prerequisite •.

S. 540-541--Physios I and II. These two courses t~gether
cover the field of general college physics--mechanlcs,
heat, sound, light, magnetism and electricity. Physics
is the basis of all -other sciences and so is involved
in everything you do and in everything that happens.
This course attempts to broaden your understanding of
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these very ~hings. Over a third of the time is spent
in laboratory work. Ideas and, suggestions in the teach
ing of high school physics and general science are
prominent throughout the course. High school physics
is a prerequisite. .

,
34 Science I--Biology. (Includes physiology of the nervous

system as a basis for psychology) Catalogue description
of this course not given.

Science II~-PhtSiCal Science. (Catalogue description of
this course no given.)

35 Science I. A study of the fundamental facts, principles
and laws of biology. Topics stressed include; laws of
growth and development; physiology of the nervous system;
adjustment of life to its environment; the inter-relation
ship of all life; individual differences; laws of heredity.

Science IT--Physical Science. An orientation course on
subject matter in all fields of physical science, with
no detailed study in any single field. The materials
and the manner of their use have to do mostly with
scientific interpretations of phenomena common in the
experiences of life.

36 Science I--Biology. (Includes physiology of the nervous
system as a basis for psychology). No catalogue descrip
tion of course is given.

Science II--Nature studl. (No catalogue description of
course is given.) ,

37 Science I--Biology. (Inoludes physiology of the nervous
system as a basis for psychology). No catalogue descrip
tion of course is given.

Science II--Physical Science. No catalogue description
of course is given.

38 Science I--Biology • (Includes physiology of the nervous
system as a basis for psychology). No catalogue des
cription of course is given.

Science IT--Phlsical Science. No catalogue description
of course is given.

39 Science I--Biology • - No catalogue description of course
is given,

ScienceII--Physical Science. No catalogue description
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of course'is given.
,

40 S-l--Biology--Intended to equip the student with certain
biological concepts. The study.of the cells, both
plant, animal and their combinations as represented in
tissues, organs and systems, together with their reprq
duction, physiology and irritability, makes up a con
siderable part of the course. The fundamental, elemental
ideas of evolution, genetics, etc., are briefly con
sidered.

S-2--Science II. An orientation course. The work is
confined to geology, astronomy, physics and chemistry,
giving the student an appreciative and understanding
background of the scientific world.

41 Science (1) Biology. (Includes physiology of the ner
vous system as a basis for psychology) No catalogue
description of course is given.

Science (2) Physical Science. No catalogue description
of course is given.

42 Science I--Biology. (Include physiology of the nervous
system as a basis for psychology) No catalogue descrip
tion of course is given.

Science II--Ph¥sical Science. No catalogue description
of the course 1S given.

43 Science I--Ed. Biology. No catalogue description of
course is giVen.

Science II--Ph1sical Science. No catalogue description
of course is g ven.

44 66. General Science.

45 Science II--General Science. The purpose of this course
is to prepare students for the teaching of science in
the grade school. It consists of the study of a number
of simple experiments covering the recommended science
work and the theory upon which these experiments are
based.

46 100. (A) General Science--Content and Method--two hours,
The first or' 'a 'series of courses for teachers of elemen
tary and general sc~ence and for those who desire cul
tural values. It presents the structure of the earth
and its crust; vulcanism; structure and composition of
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rooks; the o,oean, trees and forestry; atmospherio phenome
na;, oourses and effects of weather; introduotory star
study; the s011, its formation, composition and con
ser~ation; useful minerals and ores; bUilding materials.

100B. General Scienoe. Content and Method--two hours.
A continuation of 100 A, presenting the sun and its
family; the magnitude of the universe; the nature and
properties of matter and energy; chemicals in the
home; common diseases; simple maohines; musical instru
ments; hea~ing and lighting in the home; engine and
motors; X-rays and radios.

100 C. General Science. Content and Method. Two hours.
A oontinuation of 100 A and 100 B. Representative topics
on birds--their identification, habits and value to man;
trees and forests; the conservation of natural resources;
foods and their selection; diseases, especially as related
to bacteria and human parasites; summer constellations.

300 A. A Survey of Science I. The first of two courses
adapted to the core curriculum. A survey of the basic
laws and principles upon which all the sciences and en
gineering professions depend. The chief topics include
a brief historioal survey of the principal sciences;
the origin of astronomioal bodies; the expansion of
astronomical faots with new physical instruments; the
fundamental aspects of arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
and caloulus, and their relation to scientific develop
ment; atomic structures, molecules; and the basis of
chemical reactions; spectrum analysis; the nature and
effeots of heat.

300 B. A Survey 2t Science 11. The second of two
courses in science adapted to the core curriculum. It
emphasizes the constitution of the changes in non-living
and living matter. Topics are: the composition and
chemical cycles in the atmosphere; the ocean; the soil;
the general principles of mineralogy; radioactive
phenomena, fluorescence, radiation and photo-electric
effeots; the nature of protoplasm; the carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen and mineral cycles; colloidal and osmotic
phenomena; the history of chemistry and medicine; the
materials of civilization.

414~ The Teaching ~ Genera} Science in ~econdary;

Schools. (Methods course--two and two=th1rds semester
i"Ours. Primarily an observation course in connection
with the instruction offered to a ninth grade ,class in
general'science. Planning topics,obtaining objective
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A stUdy of man's use of heat,
illumination, sound, music,
gravity, energy, water and at-

47

48

49

materials, Ipcating library references, testing and
. grading, will be particular services asked of those who
enroll. An excellent review of content will be a by
pro~uct of the course.

(316, 317). General Science. A content course designed
for students preparing to teach General Science in \
high school~ The course will be complete in itself,
and as a "unit course" be looked upon as independent of
late courses in science. This course is not a series
of short a~d independent courses in physics, chemistry,
biology, physiography and other sciences, but as these
sciences contribute to a unified course of instruction
in the practical problems of everyday life will they be
considered. Laboratory equipment will be displayed and
demonstrated for all laboratory experiments. Pre
requisites: two years of science, one of which shall be
physical and the other biological.

161:162. General Physical Science. This course is
required of students taking the elementary and primary
curricula, and is not open to students in the high school
curriculum. It meets the degree re~uirement in this
institution for a year in physical science for those
majoring in primary and elementary education and serves
two purposes: First, to give the student an appreciation
of man's physical environment; second, to equip the
teacher to handle the units in science to be included in
the State curriculum for elementary grades.

161. Everyday Physics.
heat inventions, light,
magnetism, electricity,
mosphere.

162. Everyday Chemistry. A study of the nature of air,
oxygen, hydrogen, water, bases, acids, salts, SOil, rocks,
common metals, carbon and its compounds in relation to
energy and life and the use by man of these substances.

331. A course planned: first, to integrate the mater
ials of biology, chemistry, geography and physics, with
a view to their use in teaching general science; seoond,
to study the technique and methods of selecting and
organizing materials for teaching the subject. A num
ber of typical units are planned, giving attention to
desirable outcomes, pupil actiVities, teaching procedures
and the testing of the results of instruction. Pre
requisite: twelve semester hours selected from two of
the follOWing subjects: biology, ohemistry, geography,
physics; or twelve semester hours in elementary science.
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332. A. cont'inuation of General Science 331. The plan
nin~ of teaching units continued: field trips to local
industrial plants and other places of scientific interest;
additional attention given to c~assroom management and
to testing; reference materials; inductrial materials,
visual aids of all kinds. Abundant opportunity given·
to provide mastery in subject matter of fields which
have been overlooked in the student's academic prepara
tion. Prerequisite: General Science 331.

50 11, 12. An orientation course designed to familiarize
students with the various fields of science, notably,
astronomY,biology, chemistry, physics and physiography.
The course is intended primarily for students enrolled
in the curriculum for elementary teachers of whom it
is required, but open without prerequisite to others.
It may be offered by students enrolled in the afore
mentioned curriculum to satisfy the degree requirement
of six semester hours in laboratory science prescribed
for the degree of Bachelor of Science, but not for the
similar requirement prescribed for the degree of Bachelor
of Arts.

51 l22~ General Science. A demonstration lecture course
meeting three times each week. No laboratory work.

121. General Science. A demonstration lecture course
meeting three times each week. No laboratory work.

52 Science II. (General Science). This course attempts
primarilyto give a background for teaching the biologi
cal phases of nature study and elementary science. The
student is expected to develop a growing ability to
formulate scientific biological concepts, which will
prepare him to fiRd in the environment of his school a
source of science material for his teaching. Some of
the topics discussed are--the air and its relation to
fire, breathing, health and sound; water and its relation
to weather, soil and home life, plants which are the
food-makers for the world and the use of this food by
man, scientific forces found in the home--light, heat,
electricity, telephone, etc. A study is made of modern
inventions and scientific movements as the solution of
these problems.

53 Science 14, General Science •
. ;...

54 Soience 111-ll2-1l3~ General Science. The courses out
lined below are intended mainly for students preparing
to teach general science. In addition to the study of
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standard texts, the work embraoes projects, reports,
demonstrations, and individual laboratory work. In
case juniors or seniors take this course, they will be
required to do sufficient extra work to put the course
on a junior-senior college level.

Science 111. General Science. This course includes an
introduction to such topics ~s earth studies, air, weath
er, food, fuels, etc. One double and two single periods
a week for first quarter.

Science 112. General Science. This course includes
the study of water, sound and electricity. One double
and two single periods a week for second quarter.

Science 113. General Science. This course includes
the study of such topics as machines, light, transpor
tation, clothing, etc. One double and two single
periods a week for third Quarter.

103. Science for the ~unior Hig~ School. Prerequisites:
Science 1 and 2, ortheir equiva ent, constitute the
minimum requirement. A good general scientific back
ground is highly desirable. May be elected as a part
of a major or e minor in the ~unior High School curri
culum. A course designed to give a knowledge of the
science materials which are adapted to the interests
and experiences of students in the upper grades or in
the junior high school. The more important topics and
types of work included are (1) objectives in science
teaching, considered in the light of the philosophy of
the junior high school; (2) prinoiples for the selection
of suitable subject matter and practice in their appli
cation; (3) principles of organization and practice in
their application; (4) evaluation of textbooks in the
light of the principles of selection and organization;
(5) the place of laboratory and field work and science
clubs; (6) desirable and essential equipment.

General Science. (Methods oourse--two semester hours)
A course in general science especially from the teach
ing and methods viewpoint. Prerequisites: General
Physics, or its equivalent, and some previous work in
Chemistry.

3. Science for ~unior fighhSChOOl Teachers. A course
for 'Junior hign schooT eac erswith particular refer
ence to the teaching- of general science. (Methods
course--three and one-half hours)
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A Minor shall consist of ten credits each in Biology,
Physics and Chemistry. General Science 225 must be in
cluded in the Education sequence.

General Science 225. Curriculum Materials and Technique
of Teaching Generar Science. (Methods Course--three
nours )

Astronomy, College General Science, Everyday Physi
cal Science, Earth -Science, Introduction to Physical
Science, Nature,Stl;ldy, Principles of Geography, Pro-
fessionalized Science, Physical Science for the
Elementary Grades, and Rocks and Minerals..... 1 each

58 2. General Science. Physical science for students in
the rural division. A content course in the physical
sciences with emphasis on the subject metter that is
need~d by a rural teacher.

10. Physical Science for Elementar~ Grades. The cour~e
aims to gIve a scientific backgroun in the physical
science which is needed by elementary school teachers.
The topics included are selected from the field of
astronomy, physics, geology and chemistry.

120. Methods of Teaching Physical Science. (Methods
course--two semester hours) A course designated for
prospective teachers of General Science in the Junior
High School and physical science courses in the Senior
High School.

59 DEPARTtmNT STATEMENT. A Major in General Science shall
consist of twenty credits in either Biology, Chemistry
or Physics, and ten credits in each of the other two.
In addition, General Science 225 must be included in the
Education sequence.

240. The Teachin~ of Science. This course is required
of all students W o:major in science. Some of the topics
included are: the meaning of science; view point for
the science teacher; courses of study for high schools
in general science, physical sciences, earth sciences,
and biological science; methods of instruction in the
various sciences; equipment for science instruction;
suitable textbooks; examination and test; etc. Students
will be required to review the recent literature on the
teaching of science.

The courses offered under General Science appear in the

oatalogue statements under the follOWing heads:

60
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SUrvey of Science............................. 2
So~ence for Junior High Schools ••••••••••••••• 2
Science for the Junior High School Teacher •••• 2
Elements of Geology ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Orientation Course in Science ••••••••••••••••• 5
Major Concepts of Science in Modern

Civilization •.••.••...••......•••......•. 5
General Chemistry ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7
General Physics .....•.••....•..•...•....••••.• 7
General Physical Science •••••••••••••••••••••• 12
Biology .• ~. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 14
Teaching of General Science ••••••••••••••••••• 17
General Science ..•.•..•....•..•...•.••.••.•••. 40

These topics present a wide scatter of topics, although

on re-analysis the differences are largely a matter of nam

ing of courses. There are less than ten of the courses that

are not rather closely related ones. There are several of-

ferings--General Chemistry, General Physics and Biology-

that, when offered as such, are not the best training for

General Science teachers. If followed by the proper inte-

grating course or courses, all of these are most valuable,

however.

Another fact that appears is that the courses are rather

heavily taken from the physical sciences. Five orientation

courses are found, although, so far as titles are concerned

several others, such as Major Concepts ~ Science, Science

~ !h! Junior High Schools and Science for the Junior High

School Teacher, may well be very largely orientation courses.

The earth sciences are almost entirely omitted. This

fact is quite in contrast with the first of the texts in

general science, which carried physiography and climatology

as its core.
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When the various courses are examined for the content

show. The following are the topics:

Of course

Applied Science, Appreciations, Animals, Birds,
Botany, Climate, Collecting, Conservation, Economic
Biology, Evolution, Genetics, Geography and
Astronomy, Individual Differences, Interrelation
ship of all Life, Land Forms, Laws of Growth, Laws
of Heredity, Materials, Minor in Biological Science
and Mathematics, Meteorology, Notebooks, Plants,
Physiography, Recitations, Regional Treatment,
Science Clubs, Scientific Method of Approach, Sub
ject Matter, Vegetation, Visual Aids and Zoology,

............ 1 each
Earth. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
6
7
8
9

11
11
13
16
20
21

Trees ...•...•.......•••..•....•..............

So i ls .......•....•.................••..••.•..

Needs of Prospective Teachers ••••••••••••••••
Man and His Environment .•••••••••••••••••••••
Objectives .•..•....•........•...•.......•..•.
M1nerals •••••••••••••••••. ~ ••••••••••••••••••
Orientation Course •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Chemistry ...•....................•..•••......
Physics .
Nature study •.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••
Reading ......•••••..•......•.....•.•.•.•.•..•
Rocks and Minerals •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Rural School Nature study••••••••••••••••••••
Science in Modern Civilization •••••••••••••••

Chem1 stry .....•••. •-. 41 ••••••••••••••••••••••••

Phy~lcs••••••••••••••••• e •••••• _ •••••••••••••

Biological Science ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••

Survey of Science ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

Test s .•••.•••.••.•..•.....•....••••••..•.. "..
Discussions , .
Equipment ...•..•........•.••.•....•....•....•
Text s ........•.••......•.••..................
General Physics .....••.•..................•..
Nervous System .
Lecture s ...............•.•.....•.•.....•.••••
Field Work .
Geology •.••••••.•.••....•..•.•.....•.•...•..•
Physical Science •••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.
Laboratory Work ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Demonstrations •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

,
suggested, there is an almost bewildering group.

there is· more uniformity than the analysis would seem to
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General So ienoe • '••••.••.•. '. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 22
,Teaching of'General Soience ••••••••••••••••••• 23. '

There are only a few items of oontent that shows any

marked central tendencies. The method side, both as to those
\

used in collegeclasses--discussions, lectures, field work,

laboratory work, demonstrations--and the special methods

oourses, do show some fairly definite trends, but not the

content materials.

The latter fact leads to the suggestion that some re-

organization of content is very desirable; some very desir

able items, such as appreoiations, collecting, conservation,

materials, science clubs and visual aids are certainly

worthy of scores larger than one each. The oourses in gen

eral science are rather heavily of the physical sciences.

A study was made in the next place of the Teachers

Colleges offering majors and minors in general science. The

following are the catalogue statements,regarding hourages

and courses, leading to these majors and minors.

Fresnp state Teachers College, Fresno, California:-

General Science Major and Minor: A general science major
requires twenty-four semester units of which twelve must be
Upper Division courses. A general science minor requires
twelve semester units, of which six must be Upper Division
courses. This major and minor consist of a combination
of Physical and Biological Science courses.

If the major or second minor is taken in physical
or biological science, the upper division work of the genera~

science major or minor must be taken in the other science
field.

In high school or college, the student should have taken
general. physics, chemistry and geology.
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In the choige of majors and minors certain combinations
or divisions of subjects are permissible if in accordance
with subject organization in highschool practice. For ex
ample, a major in general science is acceptable by making
approved combinations in biological and physical science
appropriate to junior high school grades.

san Francisco state Co~lege, San Francisco, California--:

General Scienc~ Majors and Minors: A major is a combination
in one of the following fields of twenty-four or more
semester units as prescribed by each department, at least
twelve of which are in upper division courses.

A minor is a combination in one of the following fields
of twelve or more semester units as prescribed by each de
partment, at least six of which are in upper division courses.

11. Requirements!2.!:. Minors and Ma ors in General Science
(in excess of requirements for gra uat onT.

A. Minor in General Science (combination general ele
mentary-junior high school , or junior high school)

Lower Division:
B.S. 12 general bacteriology (4)
P.S. 2 and 20. general chemistry (4)
P.S. 5A-50A. general physics (4)

or
P.S. 5B-50B. general physics (4)

A year of high school chemistry or physics of
grade A or B may be substituted for one or both of
these courses. In any case, four units of lower
division physical science is required for the Minor.

Upper Division:
B.S. Elective (3)
P.S. Elective (3).

B. Major in General Science (combination general ele
mentary-junior high or junior high)

Lower Division:
B.S. lAo General Zoology (4)

or .
B.S. llA. General Botany (4)
B.S. Eleotive (may be in upper division) (2)
P.S. 2 and 20. General Chemistry (4)



A year oourse in high sohool chemistry or physic~

with a grade of A or B will meet the requirement of
chemistry or physios. Regardless of high school pre
paration, a minimum of four units of oollege physics
or ohemistry is required.

Such students must elect forty hours of science from
the department of botany, chemistry, physics and astronomy,
or Zoology, with a minimum of ten hours in each of three
of these departments. The selection must be approved by
the chairman of the Science Group.

Fort Hays Kansas state College, Hays, Kansas:--

For those students who desire to qualify as teachers
of general science, or to teach elementary courses in more
than two sciences, an opportunity is offered to major in
general science.
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General Physios •••••••• (4)

General Physios .••••••• (4}
be in upper ~ivision) •• (2)

Physiography and Climate
of the United States ••••• (2)

Elective ••••••••••••••••••••••• (4)

P.S. 5A-50A.
or

P.S. 5B-50B.
Eleotive (may

P.S.

Upper Division:
B.S. Eleotive ..•.••••••••••••••••••• (5)
P.S. 145. Climatology•••••••••••••• (2)

or
P.S. 145.

~~or in General Science: The courses in the Department of
a any~from which work may be chosen, are:

Botany 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 hours
Botany 2 ••••• ~ ••.••.•.•••••••••• 5 hours
Botany 42....................... 5 hours
Botany 51. '•••••••••••••••••••••• 5 hours

For an arrangement of oourses in the Department of
Botany, consult the head of the department.

The courses in the Department of Chemistry from which
work may be chosen are:

Chemis'f;ry 1 •.•••••••••••••••••• 5 hours
Chemistry 2 ••••••••••••.••••.•• 5 hours
Chemistry 50 (Qualitative) •••••• 5 hours
Chemistry 51 (Quantitative} ••••• 5 hours

The courses in the Department of Zoology from which work
may be chosen are:



Northern Normal and Industrial School, Aberdeen, South
Dakota:--

State Teachers College, Silver City, New Mexico:-

This department offers the following majors:

General Science: A minimum of nine hours in
each of the three fields, biology, chemistry and
·physics with an ad.di tional eighteen hours distrib
approximately equally in two fields of science plus
sufficient hours to make a total of sixty.
Eighteen of the total hours must be of junior or
senior level.
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hours
hours
hours
hours

to teach science .
be prepared to
Since a large
science, the

~. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5
5. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5

10 '~ . . . . . . . • . • .• 5
56, 57, or 81 •••• ~ ••••• 3 or 5

Zoology
Zoology
Zoology
Zoology

The courses in the Department of Physics and Astronomy
from which work may be chosen are: '

Mechanics and Heat 26 ••••••••••••••• 5 hours
Electricity, Sound and Light 27 ..••• 5 hours
Alternating-Current Theory 53 ••••••• 3 hours
Geometric and Physical Optics 60 •••• 3 hours
Intermediate Electricity 62 ••••••••• 3 hours

Kansas state Teachers College, Emporia, Kansas:--

Majors may be offered in biological science (including
biology and 'agriculture), or in general science, with re
quirements as follows:

General Science: 40 hours distributed as follows:
Biology (courses 1 and 2) .•••.••••• 10 hours
Chemis try. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • •• 10 hour s
Physics 10 hours
Advanced courses, numbered 50 or

above, one of these depart-
ments ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 hours
Or in each of two departments. 5 hours

General statement: Students planning
in the high schools or -South Dakota should
give instruction in two or more sciences.
per cent of the high schools offer general

I~
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prospective sci~nce instructor should be adequately trained
to 'teaqh this subj ect. In order to have the subj ect matter
background required to teach general science successfully,
the instructor should be trained in both biological and
physical sciences. .

A general science teaching major with emphasis on
chemistry shall consist of thirty hours of chemistry,
twelve hours of physics and sixteen hours of biology.

A genera~ science major with emphasis on biological
science may also be selected. Thirty hours of biology,
twelve hours of chemistry and twelve hours of physics will
meet the requirements. Those who wish to prepare to teach
the sciences in high school should pursue this major.
Suitable teaching combinations in connection with high
school science will be selected with the advice of the head
of the department.

A minor shall consist of twenty-three hours. Courses
l41-A, Band 251-A, B must be included in both majors and
minors.

Milwaukee State Teachers College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin:~

General Science Requirements: It is desirable for place
ment purposes that students majoring or minoring in physics
meet the state reqUirements for certification to teach
general science. To meet these requirements it is necessary
to take fifteen science credits including courses in biology,
chemistry and physics.

General Science Majors and Minors. The follOWing courses

were ,specifically mentioned as applying on general science

majors and minors. The scores show as accurately as it is

possible to jUdge from the catalogue statements the numbers

of different courses mentioned under each heading.

Astronomy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bacteriology.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1
Physical and Biological Science ••.•••• 1
Phys iography .. -•..•......• II • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Climatology........................... 1
General Bot'any........................ 6
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Gene.ral Zoology........................ 6
General Biology•....•........•......•.. 8
General Physics •...•.•. .; .•••..•.••••••• 19
General Chemistry...................... 20

1. It is clear that physics and chemistry are the

courses recognized as leading to the major and the minor

in general science.

2. Biology and its related sciences, botany and zoology,

constitute about half as large an offering as do the physical

sciences.

3. Other offerings are very scattering.

4. In the main these courses are chosen from the offer-

ings of the various science offerings and are, therefore,

not necessarily the best type of training for general sci-

ence teaching. No course of a nature that would serve as

an integrating one for the separate sciences was found.

There were sixty teachers colleges which offered courses

in general science. This number is considerably less than

the number of teachers colleges offering courses in nature

study and elementary science. Twenty-four of the teachers

colleges offered only One course in general science. One

course seems rather insufficient to prepare a teacher to

teach general science.

Eight other colleges did not offer courses in general

science, but recommended either a major or a minor in sci

ence. There is not much uniformity as to the number of

hours required for a major. The number of semester hours
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required fora ~ajor ranged from thirty to fifty-eight

semester hours. The majors and minors consisted of courses

in ohemistry, botany, zoology and physics. The biological

science and physical science content is well balanced.

A major or minor in general science consisting of

courses in ch~mistry, botany, zoology and physics would not

adequately train teachers for general science teaching.

Table IX was developed from Table VIII. The total se-

mester hours of general science in each division of science

and the meen level for each division were tabulated. The

percentages in each division of science of the total semester

hours offered in general science were calculated.

A total of 339.3 semester hours was offered in the

field of general science. Two colleges offered courses

in the department of education. There were sixty-eight

semester hours of special methods courses.

General science courses were listed under nine divi-

sions of science and the department of education. The

percentage for each division of science was as follows:

science, 30.3; general science 24.7; physical science, 17;

biology, 14.7; physics, 4.2; geography, 1.2; astronomy,

1.2; professional courses in science, .8 of 1 per cent;

chemistry, .6 of 1 per cent; and 5.3 per cent was offered in

the department of education.

Out of the sixty colleges offering courses in general

science, thirty-one of them offered suoh courses in the
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TABLE IX

NUMBER OF SEMESTER HOURS OF GENERAL SC IENCE AND PERCENT
AGES OFFERED BY TEACHERS COLLEGES IN EACH

DIVISION OF SCIENCE

Division of Number of Percentage Mean
Science Semester Level

Hours

,Science 103 30.3 2.5

General Science 83.9 24.7 2.5

Physical Science 57.3 17.0 2.0

Biology 50.0 14.7. 2.0

Physics 14.5 4.2 3.0

Geography 4.0 1.2 1.0

Astronomy 4.0 1.2 1.0

Professional courses 2.6 0.8 2.0
in science

Chemistry 2.0 0.6 1.0

Education* 18.0 5.3 3.0

22.0100.0339.3

*Department of Education

Total

,
-t



TABLE X

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGES OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE AND PHYSICAL
SCIENCE OFFERED BY TEACHERS COLLEGES IN GENERAL

SCIENCE

Division of Semester Per- Semester Per- Semester ,Per- Semester Per-
Science Hours in cent- Hours in cent- Hours in cent- Hours in cent-

Biological age Physical age Department age Miacel- age
.Science Science of Edu- aneoue

ca.tion Courses

Science 37.5 11.0 65.5 19.3

General Science 26.8 7.9 57.1 16.8

Physical Science 57.3 17.0

Biology 50.0 14.7

Physics 14.5 4.2

Geography 4.0 1.2

Chemistry 2.0 0.6

Astronomy 4.0 1.2

t-'
V1
o



Professional courses
in science

TABLE X

iI ."

Department of
education

Total 114.3 33.6 214.4

(Continued)

18.0

60.3 18.0

5.3

5.3

2.6

2.6

0.8

0.8

.....
Vl.....
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'freshman and sop~omore years, and by twenty-seven colleges

in the Junior and senior years. Two colleges did not state

the year in which the courses were offered.

This data indicates that almost half of the courses

were offered in the senior college.

There was, a tendency to offer general science courses

in the senior college, while the tendency was to offer na

ture study and elementary science courses in the junior

college.

Table X was developed from Tables VIII and IX. The

nine divisions of science were classified under four general

divisions, namely: biological science, physical science,

department of education and miscellaneous.

Semester hours and percentages for the divisions of

physical science, biology, physics, geography, chemistry,

astronomy, professional courses in science, and education

were obtained directly from Table IX. By inspection of

courses in the division of science and general science, the

numb~r of semester hours in each general division was deter

mined. Each course was weighted according to the catalogue

description, the number of semester hours tabulated and the

percentages for each general divisio~, of the total semester

hours in general science was calculated.

The percentage for each general division was as follows:

biological, 33.6; physical, 60.3; department of education,

5.3; and miscellaneous, .8 of 1 per cent.



TABLE XI

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGES OF NATURE STUDY,
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE, AND GENERAL SCIENCE

OFFERED BY COLLEGES

DiVisIon of Nature Elementary General Total Per-
Science Study Science Science Semester cent ...

Hours age
I

~1 Biology 164.9 66.f> 50.0 281.4 28.3I

I
H Science 37.0 116.8 103.0 256.8 25.8"

,j General Science 8.0 8.0 83.9 99.9 10.0
'I

Natural:1.' Science 15.0 59.0 74.0 7.4!
:!
,I

" Physics 19.0 14.5 33.5 3.4'I
'I

il Nature StUdy 33.3 33.5 3.4:1
I,

II Zoology 19.0 19.0 1.9
11

II
Botany 9.0 9.0 0.9

il
Ii Geography 4.0 4.0 8.0 0.8I,
I!
II
II Non-Ii

II Specialized 2.6 5.3 7.9 0.8
t,

Astronomy 2.0 4.0 6.0 0.6

Elementary
Science 6.0 6.0 0.6

Physiology 3.0 3.0 6.0 0.6

Professional
courses in
science 2.6 2.6 5.2 0.5



TABLE XI (Cant inued)

Chemistry

Education*

Total

6.0

304.8

49.0

349.2

2.0

18.0

339.3
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2.0 0.2

73.0 7.4

993.3 100.0
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The above ~ata indicate that the general science

courses offered by teachers colleges are not well balanced

with reference to biological and physical science content.

General science teachers receive nearly double the amount

of training in the physical sciences, as compared to the

amount received in the biological science.

Teachers of general science, therefore, are not re

ceiving adequate, well balanced training for their work.

Table Xi was developed from Tables III, VI and IX. The

total semester hours in nature study, elementary science,

and general science were tabulated. The percentages for

nature study, elementary science and general science were

calculated for each division of science.

A total of 993.3 semester hours were offered in the

three groups. The three groups were listed under sixteen

divisions of science and the department of education. The

percentages for the three groups were as follows: biology,

28.3; science, 25.8; general science, 10; natural science,

7.4; physical science 7.3; physics, 3.4; nature study, 3.4;

zoology, 1.9; botany, .9 of 1 per cent; geography, .8 of

1 per cent; non-specialized, .8 of 1 per cent; astronomy,

.6 of 1 per cent; elementary science, .6 of 1 per cent;

physiology, .6 of 1 per cent; professional courses in sci

ence, .5 of 1 per cent; chemistry, .2 of 1 per cent; and

7.4 per cent was offered in the department of education.

Biology ranked first, this being due to the large
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amount of nature study courses, which are almost all

biological science.

General science ranked third, nature study ranked

seventh, and elementary science ranked thirteenth.

There were more divisions of general science and nature

study than there were divisions of elementary science.

If the colleges each offered the three courses, they

would have a fairly well-rounded program for the training

of science teachers for the elementary and junior high

school. Very few colleges offer each of these science

courses.
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TABLE XII

DATA FOR NATURE STUDY COURSES OFFERED BY UNIVERSITIES

Number University Location of Semester Level. in' Division in
University Hours Which Which Offering.

Offered Offering is Made
in Nature Is Made
StudY

1 Cornell Ithaca, N. Y. 7 3-4-5 Education*

2 Indiana Bloomington,
Indiana 5 1-2 Botany,

Zoology

3 Minnesota Minneapolis,
Minnesota 3 1 Zoology'

*Department of Education

....
~
~
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_The data for Table XII were collected from the university

catalogues included in this study. The number of semester

hourS of nature study, the level, and the division of science

in which the offered was made were tabulated.

It was necessary to number the universities and the

catalogue description of courses in order to identify the

courses offered by each university.

The nature study courses offered by universities were

as follows:

*1 R.E. 107. ~ Teachins of Nature Study and Elementary
School Science.

Open to those who have taken or are completing
thirty hours in science and have had at least one term
of suitable professional work.

A study of the content and methods of nature study
and elementary science programs, with consideration of
their significance to agriculture and to secondary
school science. Recommended for those preparing to
teach or supervise science.

R.E. 202. Nature Literature.

R.E. 209. The Nature Movement and its Makers.
Discussion of the history or-the nature movement,

with special consideration of its influence on, and_ its
relation to, the teaching of science in elementary and
secondary schools. StUdies are made of the present
and past status of-nature and science education.

2 117T. Study g!Trees. Adapted to the needs of rural
and grade teachers.

104. Birds. II. Field trips are to be taken on alter
nate Saturday mornings.

3 Zool. 75. Nature StUdy.

* Numbers to the left correspond to the numbers given
the universities in Table XII.
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TABLE XIII

NUMBER OF SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGES IN EACH
DIVISION OF SCIENCE, IN NATURE STUDY COURSES

OFFERED BY UNIVERSITIES

Name of Division Number of Percentages Mean
Semester Level
Hours

Eduoation* 7 46.7 4

Zoology 5.5 36.7 1

Botany 2.5 16.6 1

*Department of Education
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Table XIII was developed from Table XII. The semester

hours of nature study in each division of science and the

department of education were tabulated. The mean level

for each division of science and the department of edu-

cation were calculated.

A total of 15 semester hours were offered in the

field of nature study by the universities studied. There

were 3 semester hours of special methods courses.

!! Nature study courses were listed under two divisions

II of science and the department of education. The per-n

centages were as follows: zoology, 36.7; botany, 16.6;

and 46.7 in the department of education.

The courses were offered on various levels, Cornell

was the only university offering nature study courses on

the graduate level.

Universities stress biological science in the few

nature study courses offered.
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TABLE XIV

TOTAL'SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGES FOR BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE, AND THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFERED BY UNIVERSITIES IN
NATURE STUDY COURSES

Name of Division Semester Per- Semester Per-
Hours of cent- Hours of oent-,
Biological ages Department agesI,

I Science of Edu-1
J cationI
I

Education*I 7 46.7
11

~ Zoology 5.5 36.7

I' Botany 2.5 16.6
11

*Department of Education
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Table XIV was developed from Tables XII and XIII.

Botany and Zoology were classified under the general

division of biological science. Percentages.for botany

and zoology and the department of education were obtained

directly from Table XIII.

The percentages for each general division were:

biological science, 53.3; and the department of education

46.7. No courses were found in the general division of

physical science.

By inspection of catalogue descriptions of courses

offered in the department of' education, it was found that

these courses were almost all of a biological nature.

The above data indicate that universities stress the

biological sciences in the nature study courses. Three

universities of the nine included in the study offered

courses in nature study. Only one of the three offered

courses in general science.

Therefore, teachers of general science and elementary

science would not receive much training in the nature

study courses offered by the universities.
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TABLE XV

DATA FOR EI~ARY SCIENCE COURSES OFFERED BY
THE UNIVERSITIES

University 'Location ot Semester Level in Department
University Hours ot Which in Which

Elementary Offering Offering
Science Is Made Is Made

Michigan Ann Arbor.
Education*Michigan 2 5

*Education Department
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Ttre data for Table XV was taken from the University

of Michigan catalogue. The number of semester hours, the

level, and the department offering elementary science

were tabulated.

Only one university out of the nine, that were

included in the study offered courses in elementary science.

A total of 6 semester hours were offered under the, de

partment of education.

The two courses were as follows:

D202A, D202b. Seminar 1a the Teaching of Science in the
Elementary ~ Secondary Schools.

The master's thesis may be worked out in connection
with this course. Prerequisite: DlOl or equivalent, or
permission of the instructor.

The above courses were offered on the graduate level.

The offering in elementary science by universities

is rather insignificant.



TABLE XVI

DATA FOR GENERAL SCIENCE COURSES· OFFERED BY UNIVERSITIES

Number Name ot University Looation ot Semester Hours Level in' Division in
University Offered in Whioh Whidh Offer ing-

General Offering Is Made
Science Is Made

1 California Berkley, 6 3-4 Geography
California

2 Chicago Chicago, 3 1/3 2-3-4 Biology
Illinois

3 Iowa Iowa City, 4 2 Botany
Iowa 3 4 Education*

4 Michigan Ann Arbor, 5 4 Education*
Michigan

5 Minnesota Minn'eapolis, 3 4 Education*
Minnesota

6 Wisconsin Madison, 4 3-4 Education*
Wisconsin

.....
*Department of Education

!P-
Ol
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The data for Table XVI were collected from the univer-

sity catalogues included in this stUdy, the number of semes

ter hours of general science, the level and the division of

science in which the offering was made were tabulated.

It was necessary to number the universities and the

catalogue descriptions of courses in order to identify the

courses offered by each university.

The general science courses offered by universities

were as follows:

*1 DEPARTMENT STATE~mNT. The prospective teacher of general
science will find study in climatology and meterology
desirable.

111. Elementary Meteorology. Atmospheric changes that
determine weather conditions, development of weather ob
servations into climatologic data.

113. Climatology. Prerequisite: Course 111. A survey
of the principal classifications of climates of the
world, of regional characteristics of climate and re
lation to vegetation and human activities.

2 Science 201. A Survey of the Materials and Methods of
Teaching Science in the Junior and Senior High Schools.
(Methods Course--three and one-third hours)

3 101, 102. Plant Ecology. Study of influence of environ
mental factors on native and cultivated plants, and
their relation to geographic distribution. The com
bined study of physical and biological factors is of
special aid to general science work.

17 Methods o~ High School Instruction. General Science.
Required of candidates for the state teachers' certifi
cate in their senior year. Study of the problems of
te~ching involv'ing the assignment, socialized recitation,
supervised studY,oral instruction, testing and measur
ingresults.

4 DEPARTMENT STATEMENT. V General Sci.ence. The sucoess
'fulteacher of general science must have extensive
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,training subJect matter. For a major in general science,
ther~fore, prospective teachers will be required to
present university credits in chemistry, botany, zoology
(or biology in place of separate ,courses in botony and
zoology), astronomy and geology, and an adequate knowledge
of physics as determined by conference with the adviser,
for this group minor, a total of 32 hours in these fields.

For a minor in general science the prospective
teacher must present evidence of training in the six
branches ot science listed in the preceding paragraph.
High-school credits will be accepted for two of these
branches provided that the candidate submits evidence
proving that these courses were studied in a stendard
high school which was acoredited at the time the courses
were studied, and provided also that all the semester
marks received in these courses were at least B. The
candidate must in addition present university credits in
cluding the remaining branches and totaling twenty-two
hours.

D10l. The Teaching of Science in the Junior and Senior
High SchOOls. (Methods Course--two-hours) Students
desiring the Teacher's Certificate for teaching science
must eleot this course and in addition D102 and either
D105 or D10?

D102. The Teaching of General Science. (Methods Course-
one hourT Studentf) electing this course must also elect
D10l.

D105. The Teaching £f Chemistry. PrereqUisite: twelve
hours of chemistry. See also special announcement under
courses D10l and D102.

D10? The Teaching of Bi010~. PrereqUisites: senior
standing and at leas,t two ot er laboratory courses in
botany and zoology beyond course 1. Students electing
this course must also elect or have had D10l and D102.

5 DEPARTMENT STATE1~NT: Natural Science. Students pre
paring to teach soience in Minnesota high schools should
qualify to give instruction in two or more scienoes,
since almost all positions open to graduates require
teaching in at least two fields. As a matter of fact,
most Minnesota schools now require instruction in general
science, for which the teaoher should be trained in both .
biologioal and physical soiences. While it is possible
to meet the major or minor sequences in one or more of
the soiences as in other academic subjects, the following
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special curriculum in a natural science is recommended
for, those persons desiring to secure the best preparation
for the teaching of high school science •

. A. The .completing of a sequence of a minimum of
twenty-nine hours in one of the four natural sci
ences: chemistry, physics, botany or zoology. '

B. The completion of at least fifteen hours in an
other science (exception, the one chosen under A)
selected from the following: physics, geology,
botany, zoology, chemistry.

c. The completion of at least nine credits in each
of the remaining sciences listed just under B but
not selected to meet requirements A and B. In lieu
of nine credits in a social science are also re
qUired.

D. Completion of Ed. 51-52-53, Ed. T. 62-63-64,
and eight credits in education electives.

Ed. T. 38. Methods and Problems in Secondary School
Science. (Methods course--three hours) Organization
and methods of secondary school sciences. Attention to
general science, lesson planning, methods of presentation,
assignments, measuring achievement.

6 DEPARTMENT STATEMENT: General Science. Minor. Fifteen
credits in science, five of which must be in physics,
five in chemistry and five in biology, in addition to
educational methods 97.

Educational Methods 97. The teaching of Science I,
II. 3-4 or.

97. The Teaohing of Scienoe. I, II; required on gen
eral soience minor.

More oourses were offered in general science than na-

ture study or elementary soienoe by universities. Univer

sities stress speoial method courses, while oolleges stress

content oourses.



Name of Number of Percentage Mean Level
Division Semester

Hours

Education* 15 53.0 4

Geography 6 21.0 3.5

Botany 4 14.2 2

Biology 3 1/3 11.8 3

TABLE XVII

NUMBER OF SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGES IN EACH
DIVISION OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE

COURSES OFFERED BY UNIVERS!TIES

*Department of Education

149

12.5100.028 1/3Total
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,
Table XVII was developed from Table XVI. The semester

hours of general science in each division of science, the

department of education and the mean level were tabulated'.

The percentages for each division of science and the de

partment of education were calculated.

A total of twenty-eight and one-third semester hours

were offered in the field of general science by universities.

There were twenty and one-third semester hours of special

methods courses.

General scienoe oourses were listed under three divisions

of science and the department of education. The percent

ages are as follows: geography, 21; botany, 14.2; biology,

11.8; and 53 in the department of education.

The majority of the courses were offered in the junior

and senior year.

Universities offer a greater percentage of special

method courses in general science than the teachers

colleges.



Name of Division Semester Hours Per- Semester Hours Per- Semester Per-'
of Biological cent- of Physical cent- Hours in cent-
Science age Science age Department age

of Edu-
cation

Eduoation* 15 53

Geography 6 r 21

Botany 4 14.2

Biology 3.3 11.8

*Department of Eduoation

TABLE XVIII

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS AND PERCENTAGES OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE, PHYSICAL
SCIENCE, .AND EDUCATION OFFERED· BY UNIVERSITIES IN GENERAL

SCIENCE COURSES

t-'
01
t-'

531521626.0'1.3Total

d' ..
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Table XVIII was developed from Tables XVI and XVII.

The three divisions of science were classified under the

general division of biological science, and physical

science.

Semester hours and percentages for biology, botany,

geography, and the department of education were obtained

directly from Table XVII.

The percentages for each general division was as

follows: biological science, 26; physical science, 21;

and the department of education, 33.

By inspection of the catalogue descriptions of courses

offered in the department of education, it was found that

about one-half of the content was biological science, and

the other half physical science.

The biological sciences and the physical sciences

each have about the same amount of content in the general

scienoe oourses offered by universities. More than one

hal~ of the courses were offered in the department of

education by the universities while the colleges offered

these courses in various divisions of the department of

science.



TABLE XIX

"-ANALYSIS OF COURSES OFFERED BY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN NATURE STUDY,
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE AND GENERAL SCIENCE

---uorl"e-ges - -~ - --Universities
Nature "Elementary General Nature Elementary General
StudX Scienoe Scienoe Study Scienoe Soienoe

Number of institutions*
included in study 167 167 167 9 9 9

Number of institutions*
reporting courses 82 55 60 3 1 6

Percentage of institutions*
reporting courses 49.1 32.9 35.9 33.3 11.1 66.6

Total semester hours offered 304.8 349.2 339.3 15 6 28.3

Average semester hours per
institution included in stUdy 1.8 2.1 2 1.6 0.6 3.1

Semester hours of special
methods 32.2 65 68 3 20.3

Percentages for special
methods courses 10.5 18.6 20 20 76.7

Average level 1.9 2.1 2.2 2 5 3 I-'
01
~



TABLE XIX (Continued)

Total semester hours of
biological science 262.5 175.3 114.3 8 26

Percentages tor biological
soienoe 85.9 50.0 33.6 53.3 7.3

Total semester hours of physi-
33-7 214.4cal science 11'1 6

Percentages for physical
science 11.2 33.4 60.3 21

Semester hours offered by
department of education 6 49 18 7 6 15

Percentages for department
100 53of education 2 14 5.3 46.7

Institutions*offering majors 1 1 10 3

Institutions*offering minors 2 6 3

*This term includes universities, teachers oolleges, and normal schools
included in this study.

I-'
(Jl

~
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'The data for Table XIX were collected from the different

tables in the third division of this thesis.

The number of institutions included in this study Was

tabulated. There were 167 oolleges and nine universities.

The oolleges were members of the American Association of

Teachers Colleges. The universities included in this study

were suggested by the thesis committee. The universities

were as follows: University of California, University of

Chicago, Cornell University, Indiana University, University

of Iowa, University ot Michigan, University of Minnesota~,

Standford University, and University of Wisconsin.

The number of institutions reporting courses were

tabulated. There were eighty-two colleges that reported

courses in nature study, fifty-five in elementary science,

and sixty in general science. There were three universities

that reported courses in nature study, one in elementary

science and six in general science.

Very little has ~een done by the universities included
- -

in this study in the field of elementary soience.

Percentages were caoulated for the different institutions

offering oourses in nature study, elementary soience, and

general scienoe. The peroentages for the colleges were:

nature study, 49.1; elementary scienoe, 32.9; and general .

soience, 35.9 •. Peroentages for the universities were

nature study, 33.3; elementary soienoe, 11.1; and general
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science 66.6.

·.Less than half ot the teachers colleges otter courses

in nature study, elementary science, and general science.

The teachers colleges otfer more elementary courses than

nature study or general science courses. Universities

otfer more general science courses than nature study or

elementary science.

The total semester hours of nature study, elementary

science, and general scienoewere tabulated. Colleges

offered 304.8 se.ester hours in nature study, 349.2 semester

hours in elementary science, and 339.3 semester hours in

general science. The universities offered fifteen semester

hours in nature study, six semester hours in elementary

science, and twenty-eight and three-tenths semester hours

in general science.

The colleges offer more semester hours in elementary

science, and the universities offer more semester hours in

general science courses.

The average number of semester hours per institution

for nature study, elementary science, and general science

were calculated. The average semester hours for colleges

were as follows: nature study, 1.8; elementary science,

2.1; and general science, 2. The averages for the uni

versities were as follows: nature study, 1.6; elementary

science, 0.6 of 1 per cent; and general science, 3.1.
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, Two semester hours of training in nature study, ele

mentary science, or general scienoe is not adequate to

prepare a teacher to teach the subject. The highest

average was in the university general science course.

The number of semester hours of special methods oourses

was tabulated. The semester hours of special methods courses

for the colleges were as follows: nature study, 32.2;

elementary science, 65; and general scienoe 68. The num-

ber of semester hours or speoial methods courses for the

universities were as follows: nature study, 3; and general

science, 20.3. No method~ courses were offered in the

elementary science courses.

The percentages for the special methods courses

were caloulated. Percentages for the colleges were:

nature study, 10.5; elementary science, 18.6; and general

science, 20. Percentages for the universities were:

nature study, 20; and general scienoe, 76.7.

Practically all the courseS in general science offered

by the universities were special oourses.

Colleges stress content courses in general science and

universities stress special methods courses.

The average level was calculated. The levels for the

colleges were as follows: nature study, k9; elementary

scienoe, 2.1; and general science, 2.2. The levels for

the universitie~ were as follows: nature study, 2; ele

mentary science, 5; and general science, 3.
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,Nature study courses are offered on lower levels by

coll~ges and universities than ge~eral science courses.

The total semester hours of biological science was,

tabulated. The number of semester hours of biological

science offered by the colleges were as follows: nature

study, 262.5; elementary science, 175.3; and general

science, 114.3. The number of semester hours for the

. universities were: nature study, 8; and general science,

7.3.

Colleges and universities stress biological content

in the nature study courses.

The percentages for biological science were tabulated.

Percentages for the colleges were: nature study, 85.9;

elementary science, 50; and general science, 33.6. Per

centages for the universities were 53.3 for nature study

and 26 for general science.

Nature study as offered by teachers colleges is

largely biological science.

The total semester hours of physical science were

tabulated. The number of semester hours offered by

colleges were as follows: nature study, 33.7; elementary

science, 117 and 214.4 in general science. The uni

versities offer 21 semester hours of physical science in

the general science courses.

The percentages for physical science were tabulated.
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The percentages for the colleges were: nature study, 2;
\elementary science, 14; and 5.3 psr cent in general

science. The percentages for the universities were as

follows: nature study, 46.6; elementary science, 100;

and general science, 53.

Universities stress special methods courses under

the department of education in nature stUdy, elementary

science and general science courses.

The number of institutions offering majors and minors

were tabulated. The teachers colleges offered one major

in nature study and two minors in elementary science, and

ten majors and six minors in general science. The uni

versities offered three majors and three minors in general

science. No majors or minors were offered in nature

stUdy or elementary science, by the universities.

The majors and minors consisted of courses in botany,

zoology, physics, and chemistry. Courses of this des

cription do not adequately train teachers for nature

stUdy, elementary science, and general science teaching.



III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Summary

The study is presented after an examination of

available analyses of the fields covered by this investi

gation, teachers college catalogues, and of university

catelogues. The evidence presented in the published

.reports of the studies and the sources are accepted as

the foundation materials. It.is not to be inferred that

the author regards all sources of equal validity and

importance.

B. The Findings

1. Previous Studies. The earlier studies show that

general science was heavily weighted with physical sciences.

Curtis' study indicated more harmony between the

subject groups included in the present general science

curriculum than the previous studies have shown.

2. Teachers Colleges. The teachers colleges offer

the most courses in elementary science.

Less than one-half of the teachers colleges offer

courses in nature study, elementary science, or general

science.

The average offering per teachers college is 1.8

lao



semester hours for nature study, 2.1 semester hours for

elementary soienoe, and 2 semester hours for general

soienoe.

Teaohers oolleges offer the most of these oourses

in the freshman and sophomore years.

Teaohers colleges stress the biologioal scienoes in

the nature study oourses.

~eaohers oolleges stress scienoe oontent in the nature

study, elementary soience, and general science oourses.

Teaohers oolleges stress the physioal soienoes in

the elementary scienoe and general soienoe oourses.

·Teachers colleges offer most of the special method

oourses under the department of seience.

The level for general science is higher than the level

for nature study or elementary soience.

Teachers colleges offer very few scienoe courses under

the department of education.

George Peabody college for teaohers offers the most

complete program for teachers in general science.

Teachers college (Columbia University) offers by far

the most complete program in elementary science.

The training for nature study, elementary science,

and general soienoe teaohing is yet very inadequate.

3. Universities~Theuniversitiesstudied offer more

coUrses in general scienoe than in nature study or elementary

soience.
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, The average offering by the universities in general

science is 3.1 semester hours.

One-third of the universities studied ofter courses

in nature study.

Two-thirds of the universities studied offer courses

in general science.

Very little is offered by the studied universities

in the field of elementary science.

The average offerings by the universities studied in

general science is greater than the offering by the

teachers colleges.

The content of nature study courses offered by

universities is 53.3 per cent biological science.

The universities studied stress special methods

courses.

The universities studied offer nearly all courses

under the department of education.

The universities offer general science on a higher

level than nature study.

The courses offered by the universities studied are

well balanced with reference to biological science and

physioal science content.

The universities studied offer a more adequate pro- .

gram for the training of general science teachers than

the.teachers colleges.
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c. Recommendations

The conolusions warrant the writer to recommend th~t:

Teachers oolleges orrer more oourses ror teaohers

or soience in the elementary and junior high sohool.

Teachers colleges orfer less nature study and more

elementary science.

All teaohers of nature study, elementary science, and

general scienoe should have a oourse in special methods.

Administrators and supervisors voice the need of better

trained teaohers of scienoe.

, The universities offer more professionalized soienoe

oourses.

Teaohers colleges and universities organize their

courses in nature st~dy, elementary soienoe, and general

science about ohallenging problems with essential meanings

and direct-these meanings towards the rundamental oonoepts

of soienoe.

There is not enough agreement as to what the content

differences in the three fields are. The rather definite

over-lapping shown warrants the suggestion that only one-

or at most two--of these generalized titles should be used.'

Courses listed in all three fields are too frequentl~

offered as regular courses by science departments. Suoh

oourses are apt to depart too widely from the oontent needed

by teaohers on the elementary levels.
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